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Solon Cousins:

HIS GREATEST SERMON
WASHISLIFE

II
Nothing But Praise for Art History Teachers
I was pleased to sec the section in Around the Lake
[Spring 1983] dealing with the Art Department and its
"proteges." I was pleasantly surprised to sec my name included among the recent graduates who have gone on
with their studies. I wou ld, however, like to clarify that I
received my master's degree from the University of
Southern California and not from U.C.L.A. I was awarded a teaching fellowship while a student at U.S.C. and
served as the curatorial assistant for the University Art
Galleries on campus.
I was recently hired by the Armand Hammer Foundation, a division of the Occidental Petroleum Co. Dr.
Hammer is devoted to collecting outstanding Old Master
paintings, drawings, sculpture, etc. and is intent on allowing his collections to travel worldwide for the benefit
of many nations. . .
My undergraduate education al the University of
Richmond has pro\'en to be an excellent base from which
to pursue a more specific direction. The stress on a liberal
arts education is essential, l feel, in developing a wellrounded individual. 1 have nothing but praise for my art
history teachers who, despite limitations in an extremely
small department, provided a diverse approach to each
area studied and encouraged my enthusiasm for the subject
Thank you for highlighting some truly talented students, some of whom I have had the pleasure of working
with, and for the much needed exposure to an excellent
facet of the University, the Fine Arts Department.
Lisa Tremper, W'79
Los Angeles, Calif

UR is Birthplace of Sigma Phi Epsilon
The summer 1983 issue of the UR Magazine was excellent.
I will leave it to Charlie Ryland, our resident University
historian, to reveal any additional information concerning
the article on the various buildings on the campus, but I
feel compelled to point out an omission in Dr. William
Leftwich's article on social fraternities.
Sigma Phi Epsilon was founded on the campus of
the University on November 1, 1901, and is the only existing national social fraternity which was founded at the
University. This is a mailer of great pride to all UR brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon, both past and present. Nationally, every pledge and brother of Sigma Phi Epsilon has
heard of the University and this serves to spread the
school's good name throughout the United States.
As the president of the Virginia Alpha Alumni
Board of Sigma Phi Epsilon, I know that the University's

undergraduate chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon will continue
to strive to be a good neighbor and a full participant in
the academic and social life of the University.
Archer L. Yeatts, R'64, L'67
Richmond, Va

Abhors Ideas Expressed in "Moral Monopoly"
In glancing through my copy of the Magazine for the
summer of 1983, I was delighted to find two letters lo the
editor signed by valued friends and classmates of my
class of 1927-Bob Neathery and Lester Tharp. Both are
men of fine character and ii is a pleasure to see their
names
I am in full agreement with the letter signed by David Ritter of the class of 1961. 1 can see no reason why the
University ever need to hesitate to declare itself as a
Christian school-a school of which Christ Himself is the
head.
But when ! read this article in "Viewpoint." beginning on page 12, l got a feeling of utter revulsion. The article included some rather decidedly bitter attacks upon
Billy Graham, one of the finest servants of Christ of all
the ages. Upon what grounds were these attacks made?
Thousands of human souls all around the world have
been blessed, lifted, won to Christ and inspired under his
great preaching. I grant, reluctantly, that Falwell is controversial, but he has been fighting for the great principles that should be supported by every Christian and every institution that professes to be Christian. A paragraph
in this article appears to say that it is wrong for Christian
people to be actively opposed to abortion, to be in favor
of voluntary prayer in the schools.
It is the presence of tendencies of this kind on campus that led me, years ago, to decide tha t, as much as I
regret it, I cannot in conscience financially support the
University. The little money that I can give to Christian
education must go to schools that are definitely and unashamedly Christian. I believe that loyalty to Christ and
to the Bible must take precedence over any human institution.
There are still many fine people at the University,
and some strong Christian influences. I am more than
grateful for these. It is the presence of this other that
causes my heart to ache
l wish to add that I have complete confidence in
Dal Shealy, the University's head football coach. He reminds me of that great coach there in my day, Frank
Dobson.
W. R. Vaiden, R'27
Roanoke, Va.
Editor's Note: The University of Richmond i\lagazine
presented a Viewpoint article that exr,ressed a CNtain
religious perspective [Spring, 1983], and then, m an effort
to be fair, presented a Viewpoint article with a different
religious perspective in the next issue [Summer, 1983].
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For those of you who keep
close track of such things, the
combined name "Fall/Winter"
on the cover of this issue of
our magazine doesn't mean
we'll be skipping an issue. In
~~~~~\tl~~rwoeudi~~:Vfr~dt:h~
issue we normally call our
;;~!~r a~i~~di~~efl~1s~~rubMarch. We thought by the
time March rolls around everyone is tired of winter and
eagerly looking forward to

~h[~~~~~1e~~~g aJ{!~~i:~:t_
tion and looking forward
should be applied to our magazine-so our former winter
issue has now been re-named
"Spring." So much for names
... see you next spring.

Editor
P.S.
The Campus Memory Contest, announced in the last issue, brought us lots of
interesting reading. Winners will be announced in the Spring issue

Cousins by Nettles

SERMON
H7WASGREATEST
HIS LIFE
IS

•
by Guy Frid dell
Editor's Note: The following is the
foreword from "So Beloved Cousins," reprinted with permission of

Mercer University Press. See page
four for additional information 011 the
book.
"A minister's greatest sermon is
his life," Dr. Solon B. Cousins, Jr.
told his students at the University
of Richmond. His life, recounted
by Joseph E. Nettles, is so com-

pelling a sermon that readers of
"So Beloved Cousins" are likely
to feel that their own faith has
been quickened. It engages us
from the moment we discover Dr
Cousins on his knees on Richmond's Broad Street, talking with
a child, to the final entries in his
diary, on his knees to God.
The reader may vvondcr what
Dr. Cousins will do next, just as
his students vvondered when he
hoisted a classroom bench to his
shoulders and kept ii there the
hour as he told of burdens that
bore heavily on the shoulders of
"brother Paul." Another time,
glancing serenely over their
heads, he announced, "I am
Amos." Then for fifty minutes,
speaking in the first person, he
became Amos. Preaching to a
congregation on Paul's conversion on the ro.:id to Damascus, he
fell to his knees, answered the
Lord and talked with the Almighty the rest of the sermon.
Such dramatics impressed
audiences as flowing naturally
from Dr. Cousin's devout sincerity and solid theology. He never
stopped studying the Bible and
reading the literature of all religions as well as the secular classics. He supplemented a degree

from Mercer University with
graduate work at the Union
Theological Seminary in New
York, Harvard University, and
the University of Edinburgh
Here, hearers felt, was a man
who could put them in touch
with divine purposes. That feeling was enhanced when, preaching, he tilted his chin upwards,
as though, writes Mr. Nettles,
"he was attempting to communicate directly with the Almighty."
Dr. Cousins served as pastor
of five churches in three Southern
stales, notably the Second Baptist
Church of Richmond, and his life
work culminated in a teaching
ministry at two institutions of
higher learning, mostly al the
University of Richmond. He
headed the department of religion at the University of Richmond from 1937 until 1959. Ile
had twenty-six interim pastorates, including three at Leigh
Street Baptist Church where a

grateful congregation placed his
portrait among those of its permanent pastors. Churches
throughout Virginia relied on him
to fill pulpits for vacationing pastors and on special occasions. His
offices for the denomination included the presidency of the Baptist General Association of Virginia. And, sometime between 11 :OU
p.m. and 2:00 a.m., he wrote sermons.
He practiced private charities
far beyond his means among the
sick and the poor, including the
hungry who stopped him on the
street. I le accompanied one such
person to a restaurant, and, lest
the money go for liquor, ate with
him and chatted amiably throughout the meal. Almost daily he
counseled laymen and ministers.
A student, driving with him on a
mission, said, "Dr. Cousins,
there's a question I've been wanting to ask you a long time." Dr.
Cousins replied, "Young man, l

Taking time out of a busy schedule, Dr. Cousins sits for a portrait

don't have all the answers, but
I'm sure I've been asked all the
questions.''
Nettles traces the formation
of Dr. Cousins' character in a
closeknit family in Georgia's cotton country-three brothers and
a sister, a loving, even doting
mother, and a fair, exacting father who at thirty-hvo left medical practice for a forty-year ministry. The father baptized all but
the youngest of his children and
sent him to Solon. Pulling his
brother from the water, Dr. Cousins gave him a lesson in stewardship: "Remember," he told him,
"I baptized your wallet, also."
The father, a town trustee,
saw that the local school supplied
a thorough classical education. In
a home filled with books, young
Solon loved to read. Mercer University, a small school with great
teachers, honed his intellect and,
after he taught Latin and Greek
at Locust Grove Institute, made
him an associate professor of English. He became one of Mercer's
ablest teachers.
Mercer filled the young
man's mind. A Mercer professor,
William Heard Kilpatrick, inspired him to enter the ministry;
another, B. D. Ragsdale,
preached his ordination sermon.
How delighted Dr. Cousins and
Mr. Nettles would be with the
care and creativity with which the
Mercer University Press published "So Beloved Cousins" as
the second selection in its Great
Mercerian series. The book and
the university honor one another.
In their concern for every
member of the University of Richmond family of students, teachers, and alumni, Solon Cousins
and Joseph Nettles \Vere comrades-in-arms as well as friends.
As alumni association secretary,
alumni magazine editor, chief of
the news bureau, publicist of the
athletic department, and fund
drive director, Mr. Nettles
touched any lives that Dr. Cousins missed.
In 1939 Mr. Nettles began
teaching journalism courses that
set standards as high as the loftiest in the profession. Because of
his tender regard for journalists,
he was as demanding as the
toughest editor. Hundreds of
men and women from four de-

cades of his classes looked to him
as an encouraging older brother
and their father confessor.
While writing this book, Nettles was wracked by pain from a
series of operations. A former
student, Louis D. Rubin, Jr., edited the manuscript, Anne Goode
typed it, and dozens of others
aided their mentor in various
tasks. The university's associate
chaplain, Linwood I lorne, directed a committee of fifty of Dr.
Cousins' former students and colleagues in collecting anecdotes
and insights, a mission publicized
in the pages of the Religious Herald by its editor, Julian Pentecost.
In this last venture Virginia Nettles was with him as devotedly
and unreservedly as always.
Mr. Nettles brushed aside
pleas that he delay work on the
book while he was ill and drove
through pain and weariness to
finish a week before he had
promised to deliver it. He met
the deadline. His last assignment
was also his last lesson- and he
did it superbly.
I was blessed as well in having Dr. Cousins as a teacher. To
an ex-GI, returning to the campus, Dr. Cousins was a spiritual
geyser. His office, atumble with
books, spread across the top of a
university tower. Leaded windmvs opened onto tall pines from
which blue jays screamed as we
talked of Plutarch, Boswell, Macaulay, Strachey, and Freeman.
In 1952 ministers from
churches throughout Virginia
gave him a book of testimonial
letters. Afterwards, moving his
hands and feet like a small boy in
trouble, he let me leaf through it.
"Now this scrapbook," he said,
"now this scrapbook ... there's
not a word of truth in it with one
exception ... and that is," he
went on, nodding emphatically,
and finishing in a strong burst,
"and that is that-l've-beenhere- twenty- years! This scrapbook shows the i-dea-li-za-tion of
distance!" He paused, cocked his
head, closed his eyes, and repeated softly, "The i-dea-li-za-tion of
distance." His eyes flew open, he
shot a shrewd sideways glance at
me, and said, quickly, with a little smile, "Now my present students wouldn't write those
things."

fosrph E. Nettles, author of "So Beloved
Cousins."

But they would, and did.
They thronged his classes and
gloried in the very !ook of the
stocky, sturdy man with the
wide-set blue eyes in a tan face as
broad as a spade. Faculty members counted on him to say something in defense of every student
appearing before the college discipline committee. Then came one,
a repeated offender, in all kinds
of trouble. The other committeemen waited to see how Dr. Cousins could possibly muster a word
for the youth. Dr. Cousins
cleared his throat several times
and then said, "Well, gentlemen,
you will have to admit that of all
the students who have appeared
before us, no one has ever excelled in getting into difficulty as
has this young man."
So much richness is in this
book! It can be a guide for families, young ministers, teachers
and a kind of handmaiden to the
New Testament in showing us
how to live day to day.
"Thank God for God!" Dr.
Cousins often cried.
And thank God for Dr. Cousins and his greatest sermon.

Mr. Friddell, R '46 , i, 11. Sprci11.I Writer
•nd colwmni,t for tllr Virginian-Pilot i11
Norfolk, •nd thr 11.uthor of $ft'er11.l OOJb,
including What 11 It About Virginia?
Hr rrcrivrd hi, tr,ining i11 jo11m•li1111
from for 1','ettft.J •t UR, 111d thr ftoo re·
m11.i11rd frimd, 1111lil Mr. Ndtlrs 'de.th
lll. , tyr11.r

IlORTRAIT OFA
~ SCHOLAR-SAIN
by 0. William Rhodenhiser
"SO BELOVED COUSINS"
The Life and Times
of Solon B, Cousins, Jr.
By Joseph E. Nettles
l/Iustrated. 172 pp. Macon, Ga.
Mercer University Press. $12.95

Special UR Bookstore price: $10.36
See inside back cover for order form.
This biographical tribute to
Solon B. Cousins will quicken the
memories and warm the hearts of
those who knew this unique individual in any facet of his varied

career. Its author is the late Joseph E. Nettles, alumni secretary
and professor of journalism at the
University, who like Cousins
himself is held in affectionate
memory by thousands of alumni.

The intensive research reflected
in this book was preceded by
long years of friendship between
Joe and Dr. Cousins.
It has been said that one can
truly know a person only if he
becomes deeply involved with
that person. The depth of Joe
Nettles' affectionate involvement
with Solon Cousins is transparent
in every line of this tribute. Although a teacher of journalism,
and mentor and life-long friend
of ranking journalists, Joe gives
us more than an in-depth human
interest document researched after the fashion of a conscientious
journalist, for he leavens it with
exuberant and unabashed admiration for one whom he, like
countless others, openly considered a scholar-saint.
For those who knew Joe, it
will not seem surprising to find
his journalistic style salted and
peppered here and there with the

cadences of traditional evangelical
religion, a style that Cousins himself humorously called "the language of Zion."
Joe recognized that any attempt at a biography of Cousins
was a bold venture, but he refused to be intimidated, as some
might have been, by a feeling
that no biographer could "catch"
Cousins in a way that would fully
satisfy his admirers. Truly his
task is a formidable one, for the
Cousins legend, as one finds it
today, reflects Cousins' unique
blending of high erudition, compelling verve, a depth of insight
into people that was almost uncanny, a sense of humor that delighted everyone, and a spirituality that was spontnncous and
transparent.
All devotees of Dr. Cousins
will be grateful for Joe's book because of the memories it will
evoke and the new things they
will learn about him. His early
life in Georgia as the son of a
physician-become-clergyman, his
early teaching posts and pastorates, his distinguished pastorate
at Richmond' s Second Baptist
Church, as well as his career at
the University of Richmond, are
detailed. A significant milestone
in his life, his year in Edinburgh,
Scotland, gets attention, as does
the question of which religious
thinkers contributed most to his
thought. All of this is accomplished in a style that is more anecdotal than analytical. This will
seem appropriate to many readers who remember Cousins' own
special flair with anecdotes.
It would be eminently appropriate if one of Cousin s' students
would do a sequel to this book,

giving us a different sort of biography to be paired with this one .
Such a work would focus especially on Cousins as a person of
high expertise in teaching, counseling groups and individuals,
and preaching. He accomplished
all of these things in a way that
could only be described as elegant, for someone has defined elegance as a certain combination
of precision, power and polish.
Any discerning practitioner of
these arts could benefit from
analysis of what \Vent into his
awe-inspiring ski!! in these endeavors.
A further clement for such a
book would be an attempt to analyze Cousins' personality in the
light of work begun by William
James on "the saintly personality," as reflected in his "The Varieties of Religious Experience."
Such a book on Cousins would
be of great interest not only to
those clergymen and teachers
among his students who are now
in their own years of maturity,
but could be of benefit to all
those interested in these areas. It
may be noted that Dr. Linwood
T. Horne of the University Chaplain's Office, who did yeoman
service in helping to bring Joe's
research to fruition, h as gathered
much material relevant to such a
special study.
This is a book to be bought,
to be read, to be given as a gift,
and to be cherished.
Dr. Rhaienl1i,tr, R'i-4, h,u btt11 • Profe"or of rrli,,;ion ,t UR ,i11ct 1955. While
lit u111 • ,t11dt11t ,t 1hr U11ivrrsity, lie
look rorry cour1e lh•I Dr. Cousin•
t,ug/it. Hi5 ,prci,I ,a1dr111ic inlrrr,I• lie
i11 thr firld• of rdigion ,11d per1011,lity
u,d contt1t1por,r;'1 rdi:;:ioMi movemrnt,.
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&y Joyce B. MacAllister

When was the last time you
heard someone exclaim, "Wow! I
can't wait to get home and write
a letter to old so-and-so!"? Or,
"Boy, I hope they ask me to write
up the minutes for tonight's
meeting!"?
My guess is that it's been a
long time since you've heard anything that approximates these

statements- if, indeed, you have
heard anything positive about
writing at all. I think that this is
because most people (myself included) typically find writing a
frightening ordeal. My own experiences, moreover, have taught
me that much of this suffering is
traceable to three paralyzing misconceptions about writing. I'd
like to identify them so that
whatever your writing commit-

ments- to a club, to a business,
or school- you may better understand how your own behavior
measures up.
The first misconception is
that good writing is the exclusive
product of the talented and gifted. This reasoning leads us to assume that because we might feel
uncomfortable and inadequate
sitting next to a brilliant verbal
type like Henry Kissinger at a
dinner party, we might as well
keep our pen scratchings (and
maybe even our conversation) to
a minimum in order to avoid
looking stupid. The second misconception, on the other hand, is

that good writing is something
that may be executed in one sitting. This idea naturally inhibits
those of us who frequently slave
for hours and even days on a personal letter because we tend to
feel we must be just plain inept if
we find the act of writing such
drudgery. Finally, the third misconception is that those who are
intelligent enough to write well in
the first place usually do so in
private sanctuaries where they
are spared interaction ,vith others. The obvious implication here
is that if we have to ask someone
a question about a comma or the
value of an idea, we nre lacking
in that ascetic discipline and resourcefulness which lead to great
American novels, readable club
newsletters, and decent editorials
in the local paper.
If you can recognize assumptions of your own in any of these
myths, I'll bet your conception of
the composing process is pretty
grim. I would, nonetheless, like
to help erase the "blocks'' many
of you may have by offering
some data gleaned from my own
reading as well as from my own
experience with writing.
Most of what I have to share,
though, could be prefaced with
that worn one-liner: "I have some
good news and some bad news."
The bad news is that yes, good
writing does require hard work.
The good news is that the paraly-

MISCONCEPTIONS CONT.

The first misconception is
that good writing is the
exclusive product of the
talented and gifted.

sis often caused by writing's negative myths can be replaced with
positive action and that the painful act of writing can often be
soothed by calling in a second
opinion or two.

In the first place, the notion
that only the gifted can generate
good writing is absurd. The idea
has at least two major flaws: first,
no one has yet framed a definition of "giftedness" upon which
everybody agrees, and second,
even those who feel that it refers

in some way to excellence have
not proved that its best use is in

with the ones you enjoyed the
first burst of spring when you
were happy to be out-of-doors
with the hedge dippers, beyond
the clutches of winter heating
bills.
In much the same way, I'd
guess that most of you also find
your writing's speed and quality
varying wildly from time to time.
But a stall should not be cause for
alarm. It may simply represent
one of those times when you
can't ring up the inspiring muse
and must make do as best you
can. During the stalling periods,
instead of concluding that you
have a single-digit IQ, you might
question the writing project itself.
In this way, you may place the
problem's responsibility where it
frequently belongs- on the subject and situation and not on
your own shoulders. One solution, thenr might-be to ask,
"What might r gain from writing
this?" Another might be, "What
frightens me here, and how___can I
get over-rhis fear?" lf you can

reference to individuals rather
than to individual behavior. For
these reasons, then, I prefer to
join those who argue that every-

one is gifted in some way and
that everyone's best course of action is to pursue those interests
and activities that he or she enjoys best. Think how fortunate
we are that Einstein refused to
worry about his "gifts" when he
flunked a college entrance exam.
Think how much poorer our literature would be had such writers
as Poe and Twain abandoned
writing because of their problems
with school.
This notion of our varying
capacities for giftedness should
make sense to you if you think
about your own diverse performances with routine responsibilities as well as with your writing.
If you cook, for example, think
how deadly the task seems when
you are not interested in its results. This happens to me when I
get to bring the green beans to
some joint entertainment when
I'd really rather be unveiling
eclairs. If, on the other hand, you
maintain your own lawn, think
how ugly the weed-eater looks in
mid-August or when you're anticipating an inspection by your
in-laws. Compare these feelings

find no benefit or if you cannot
identify sources of fear you may
feel, you probably ought to forget
the task and move on to more
gratifying activities.
The important thing to remember about "giftedness,"
then, is that, if you wish to keep
your pen moving and to enjoy
the process, you must accept the
fact that every writer suffers occasional setbacks owing to circumstances which may be quite beyond his or her control. You
must also remember that you do
have something valuable to offer
somebody; the trick is to keep
~rying until you find out what it

The second misconception is
that good writing is
something that may be
executed in one sitting.

That word, "trying," provides an easy bridge to our second popular misconception: the
assumption that good writing
usually flows forth on the first
draft in nearly faultless form.
This one is unusually hard to
shake, especially if you have been
surrounded by people who swear
they wait until the last minute lo
start writing and who do manage
to look good in the home stretch
In college, I was always assigned
roommates who could sleep
through most of their classes yet
continue to snag A's and Phi Beta
Kappa keys as rewards for their
night-before-the-deadline productions.
Nonetheless, most observers
of writing today are beginning to
assure us that such cases are in
fact rare, that few people get
their writing right the first time
through. This means that it's
quite possible that those who
have been intimidating us all
these years with their procrastination have actually been deceiving
us in order to sustain the myth of
their free-floating genius. My
roommates may even have been
sneaking off to libraries as soon
as I had quietly slipped off to
class.
At any rate, the facts that
have emerged recently about
writing have focused attention on
the things most skilled writers actually do before they produce an
ou!Hne or a draft. And most of
these activities are called "prewriting." The term itself has been
broadly used to denote all those
life experiences we have survived
that may relate, however remotely, to our writing's topic. This
means that the experts are now
encouraging would-be writers to
reach back in memory and to
generate notes about past conversations, travel, recreational reading, etc. that may have relevance

to what we're trying to write at
the moment.
My own prewriting favorite
is something they cal! "freewriting." I use it at the beginning of
projects or when I'm stuck in
their middles. It works best when
I remember that my primary objective is to talk to myself on paper. To do this, I set aside several
five- or ten-minute stretches and
write continuously about whatever pops into my head concerning
my subject. The following represent its only rules: (I) write as
quickly as possible, (2) don't reread until you arc finished, (3)
don't worry at all about grammar
or mechanics, and (4) rewrite the
last word you used if you get
stuck; the repetition soon gets
you moving again.
While the procedure appears
to add an extra step to what may
already seem n staggering set of
demands, I have found that
freewriting at the beginnings or
middles of tasks actu,1llv Sa\'l''>
time. It gives me a pile 'of matcrinl from which I cnn select or discard ideas .it an early stage in my
writing . It is less painful to m.1ke
these choices earl y than to go
over a full report or letter only to
realize I h,we said something I
really hndn't intended and that I
must junk the whole thing and
start over. This particular piece of
writing began with the thought:
"I wonder what these people
would like to know nbout writing. They prnb,1bly mostly hate
it." Clearly, the seeds of the para lyzing myths were there from the
start.
Frequently, then, the process
thnt looks like an extra step has
pay-offs in the end. This also
ho!ds true with the "second opinion" advice l offer to counter our
third .ind Inst misconceptionthat of the virtues of isolation

The third misconception is
that those who write well do
so in private sanctuaries.

Sometimes we may, of
course, need to creep away from
others to quietly finish an outline
or a draft. But many of us have
bought the misconception that
good writers must create in solitude. This keeps us from speaking up and asking advice which
could help us, both with particular projects as well as with our
self-esteem.
I find the hold of this third
misconception especially perplexing because little in our experience supports it. Don't most
books we read open with acknowledgement lists giving credit
lo those casts of thousands who
have offered aid nlong the way?
And while the Walter Cronkites

of this world secure much-deserved credit for their superior
writing, don't they also maintain
large staffs for help in gathering
and evaluating ideas in advance
of e,1ch presentation?
So, popular myths to the
conlrarv, I believe that most of us
could i~prove our writing (and
maybe our dispositions) by imitating all those writers who
bravely seek the support of colleagues and friends. In so doing,
we might just be doing those colleagues a favor, loo. Our requests
for help may push them into a
greater awareness of their own
opinions about the subject as well
as of the technical expertise they
may have forgotten they possess.
I hope that what I have said
here about sharing, "prewriting,"
and genius has made you more
aware of how much expertise you
yourselves may have amassed
over the years. If, for example,
my confession about "freewriting" my way out of jams has reminded you of similar habits of
your own, I hope you tee] more

confident about trusting your instincts. You have probably devised some workable responses
on your own; I have simply supplied the labels. And in case you
are still worrying about natural
talent and efficiency, you must
surely understand by no\v that,
with persistence, most people can
turn out something for someone.
I would like to think, for example, that if you have read my
own offering this far, you have
found something of interest here.
If so, you might be interested to
know that it took four dnys of
worrying before I finally locked
myself away from my children
and Continental Cablevision to
begin writing it. Even then, however, 1 was not beyond temptation. I got down two pages of
"prewriting" that first afternoon,
but they were squeezed in between four loads of laundry and
two taxi runs to the neighborhood cinem,1 with a earful of
young Jedi enthusiasts.
I hope you cnn see, then,
that even those of us who keep
plugging year after year generally
find writing a struggle. We keep
plugging because we have
learned that the hard work is intrinsic to good writing and not
necessarily a sign of our fading
powers. We try to remember tho!
no one is too brilliant to execute
some preliminary jottings, no one
churns out enduring prose in an
instant, and few get published
without help from friends. And
while no one I know hns monopolized The New Yorker just yet,
there are several I am watching
carefully. Bec,1Use they keep trying. And that counts a lot.
Dr. MacAl/i.,tcri.,m1a s.,/sta11t prof,·ssor of English al the Uni.•crsit.11. S/1c
chairs tire Fn><;}mum f.nglish Cmm11ifl1't',
which ncomnwnds and i111ple111c11ts polic_11
for //1e freshman writing program. She
also coordi1111tes the Uniucrsity Writing
Center and supen•i-;cs t/1e student tutors
who proi:•idewriti11g11ssistanccfor sl11 de11ts from 111/ 1wcr the campus. Dr. Mac Al/i.<lcr recently de,,c/oped and taught a
lffhnical writing course for Virginia Electric and Power Co, She also has p11blisl1cd
articles 011 classical rhetoric, on st11li•a11d
011 cr>aluati11g writing. She is wriiing a
composition textl100k for Macmillan and
Company.

Nationwide and Local

ALCOHOL AND
CAMPUS LIFE
Viewing the Problem . . . M eeting the Challenge
by Warren P. Hopkins
"From what I have seen in my
first year at Richmond, drinking
is a big pnrt of weekends, but it is
social and sensible drinking. I
have seen very few bad instances." (WC frosh)
"There is pressure to drink nnd
most people drink to have fun.
There is usual ly heavy drinking
Thursday through Saturday
night." (RC sophomore)

"College is an environment unlike any other. I think if you were
to survey the 1981 graduates you
\vould find quite a change in
their drinking habits. I know I
certainly will modify my social
and partying life after graduation." (WC senior)
These statements represent
typical responses to a recent survey at UR on student use of alcoholic beverages. Whi le opinions
varied significantly regarding the
extent of abuse of alcohol on the
campus, there was considernble
consistency on the fact of its use
and pervasiveness. This is probably not news to people familiar
with recent publicity about alcohol use among young people.
Health professionals have cited
alcohol as the most widely used
drug (not amphetamines, or barbituates, or LSD, or marijuana)
on American college campuses,
with regular drinking being more
common among young adults
than regular use of any other
substance, including cigarettes
and coffee . Wha t is news about
this campus lifestyle ,vith alcohol- that has been around for so
long- is the growing realization
that alcohol abuse on college
campuses is increasing, and that
it presents a serious thret1t to the
prestige o f the Americt1n educational system, not to mention its

often tragic impact on individual
student lives.
TIi e N ntionnl Scene
Current statistics on the use
of alcohol on college campuses
are indeed alarming, t1nd they t1rc
ilttracting the attention of college
administrators nationwide . One
poll of 80 col leges recently cited
in the Chronicle of Higher Ed11catio11
found that as many as 17 percent
of the responding students view
themselves as heavy drinkers;
more than two-thirds of the undergraduates admitted to driving
while intoxicated, and one-third
said thev had missed classes because of drinking. Another similar study reported 19 percent of
the students surveyed had been
in a fight with someone after
drinking, and that 18 percent had
damaged school property when
drinking. Recent conservative estimates suggest between 70 percent and 95 percent of college
students use alcohol.
A veteran researcher of alcohol use on campus, Ruth Engs of
Indiana Universitv, summarizes
much of the avail"nble current
data when she says: "This university (Indiana), like many other
post-secondary institutions, has
been experiencing increasing student alcohol abuse resulting in
such behavior as careless driving,
destruction of university prope rty, medical injuries and growing
rowdiness."
Although it appears that the
use of alcohol and problems asso-

Recent conservative estimates suggest between
70 percent and 95 percent of college students
use alcohol.

dated with it are on the rise nationallv, this does not necessarilv
mean ihat classic alcoholism is •
prevalent ,1mong students. In
fact , the liter,1ture suggests that
,1lcoholism among college stu dents is uncommon- but that
misuse or "problem drinking" is
on the increase. Overal l, the general picture emerging from the
curren t research is quite consistent:
1) Most studen ts consume ,1]cohol;
2) Regul,1r use of alcohol is
common on all campuses;
3) Alcohol ,1bu se is ,1 com mon problem on most c,1mpuses,
leads to physical, soci,1] ,1nd property damage, and is associ,1ted
with drunkenness.
The growing concern of administrators ,1nd health profession,1ls ,1bout college students
and ,1lcohol is obviously jus tified.
Til e Local Sce11e
The drinking patterns of UR
students appeM consistent with
the national picture. 0,1ta b,1scd
on the resu lts of a methodologically-sound survey distributed to
the residenti,1I student body in
the spring of 1982 indicates the
typic,1! UR student who drinks is
between 18 i"!nd 21 ye,1rs old,
white, Protest,1nt, with a grade
point average between 2.5 and
3.5. Ninety-seven percent of the
males surveyed reported drinking
alcoholic beverages and 90 percent of the females.
Wh,1t do students drink? Seventy-seven percent of the men
,1nd nearly half of the women
said they preferred beer.
I low often do students
drink? Fifty-seven percent of the
men said they drink two or three
times a week.
Where do students d rink?

Most don't usually drink in their
rooms; 73 percent report going
off-campus to drink "sometimes"
and 16 percent said they went
off-campus "a lot" to drink. Forty
percent of the drinking students
thought there are not "a~eq~ate,
healthy alternatives to dnnkmgoriented activities on this campus."
Most students said they have
never received a low grade because of drinking, but 24 percent
reported they'd recently missed a
class because of a hangover. Most
students said they have never become involved in a fight after
drinking, but only half the males
reported never having damaged
property while drinking. \tVith regard to driving, 57 percent of the
males reported recently drinking
wl1ilc driving. Not unexpectedly,
females' frequency of driving after drinking or drinking while
driving was significantly lower.
And while over three-qui'lrters of
the students indicated thev have
never thought they might -have a

111 fact, the literature

suggests that alcoholism among college students is 1mcom111onbut that misuse or
"problem drinking" is
on the increase.
drinking problem, over half reported that drunken behavior
had, at some time, caused them
embarrassment.
Other analvscs vielded interesting findings:' Ove'r half the students reported they were between the ages of 14 and 18 when
they had their first drink, and
that in high school 94 percent of
their friends drank alcoholic beverages. Most of the students (70
percent) said both their parents
drink, with only 17 percent reporting that neither parent
drinks. Students with lower overall grade point averages report
consuming more beer than students with higher grade point averages. Also, members of social
fraternities (there are 12 on campus \Vhose memberships account
for approximately 47 percent of
the male undergwduales) reported a higher drinking rate than

non-fraternity students. Freshmen report much less experience
with alcoholic beverages than
seniors. And the analyses go

77,e Middle of the l?.oad
Overall, these data tell us
that UR is no better and no worse
than most oth er American colleges with regard to its campus
lifestyle as it involves alcoholic
beverages:
I) Most UR students consume alcohol;
2) Regular use of alcohol is
common at UR;
3) Alcohol abuse is a common problem at UR, has led to
physical, social and property
damage, and is associated with
drunkenness.
And while UR does not have
a "party" school reputation as
some other schools do, neither is
it a college community with a
reputation for a "responsible"
pattern of alcohol use. It appears,
in fact, to be in the "middle of
the road" with regard to collegiate alcohol use/abuse.
Concerned UR administrators, trustees, facultv and students have recogni ✓.:Cd this problem, and have been involved in
promoting preventive and corrective programs for the past several
years.

Meeti11g tile Challe11ge
In 1978 UR's Board of Trustees approved a moderate, but
definite, policy on the use of alcohol by individuals and groups.
That policy promotes the following values:
I) Respect for non-drinkers;
2) Respect for responsible behavior;
3) Encouragement of moderation in alcohol use;
4) Prevention of alcohol
abuse;
5) Encouragement of vnriety
in campus social programming.
A University Committee,
formed under President I leilman's directive, launched in 1980
an educational campaign targeted
at problem drinkers. That committee, called "C.A.R.E."- Committee for Alcohol Responsibility
and Education- has made substantial gains in bringing to the
campus community the message

Concemed UR administrators, tnistees, faculty
and students ... have
been involved in promoting preventive and
corrective programs for
the past several years.
of moderation and respect for the
non-drinker. In its three years of
active progrnmming, C.A.R.E.
has achieved a positive image
and respect from students and
facultv alike. It was recentlv
nwarded the first place "G~ld
Star Award" by the Richmond
College Student Government Association for its "outstanding
achievement and contribution to
the University of Richmond '
While many other collegiate
"alcohol education committees"
soon are "turned out" by college
students, C.A.R.E.'s varied activities have met with remarkablv
good response. Since 1980, these
activities have ranged from student leader receptions (to impress
key students with the importance
of moderation in their position as
role models), through humorous
and recreational studv breaks, to
a full week of alcohof awareness
activities in the fall of I 982. This
Alcohol Awareness Week, entitled "DWI: Drinking With Intelligence," featured five days of
information and activities promoting the responsible use of alcohol: informational films on alcohol use, a "C.A.R.E. Fair" with
more than 30 community agencies in informational booths about
alcohol, an alcohol education
workshop for all fraternity
pledges (led by Dr. Gerardo Gon1:alez of the University of Florida-founder of a national college
organization for the prevention of
alcohol abuse), and a mock DWI
trial (with a local judge presiding
in the case of a student driving
while intoxicated).
Yet, as successful as such
programming has been in providing information about alcohol
use, C.A.R.E. recognizes the
need to attend individually to
students vvho abuse alcohol.
These students need to be helped
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to handle more effectively the
stresses of college and young
adult life ,vithout reliance on alcoholic beverages. C.A.R.E.'s future plans, therefore, include the
development of a peer coun seling

program to complement its eduCiltional activities. But given the
fact that patterns of drinking established during the teen and college years usually persist
throughout life, C.A.R.E.- or any
committee or task force trying to
change these patterns-hils a significant challenge ahead of it.
C.A.R.E.'s approach is but one o f
the varied solutions that are
emerging nationally to deal with
the problems of alcohol on campus. The success of any of them
will depend on the shared resources of college administrators,
faculty, students and alumni.

Past, Present, Future
Because substance abuse is
so closely tied to the youth cultLue, it is helpful to look al current student attitudes, values and
behaviors for an understanding of
the pervasive use of alcohol on
campuses today.
The single most common
characteristic of today's student is
the concern over success. A high
percentage of our students are
putting tremendous pressure on
themselves to get high grades,
thinking that grades are practically the only variable affecting their
future over which thev have control. Many students h~ve ach ievement expectancies above their
abilities, and when they are not
able to live up to their own expectancies, problems occur: excessive drinking, alcohol dependency, self-destructive tendencies
such as suicide. In 1981 suicide
was the leading cause of death
among college students for the
first time in history. Today, students appear to be using alcohol
to relax from the pressures of be10

ing a college student. In a recent
national survey, 36 percent of the
students responding used alcohol
in this \vay; and al UR 33 percent
of the students reported that they
usually drink in order to "relax
and have fun." This, of course, is
not good since it fosters dependency, and on many campusesthe Universitv included-is a major reason wl;y students are seeking help from psychologists and
counselors in increasing numbers.
Much research indicates that
teen-agers start drinking alcoholic
beverages very early in their
lives. In a 1980 survev at the University of Vermont, 82 percent of
the freshmen reported they s tarted drinking before their senior
year in high school and, in fact,
over a quarter of these students
started drinking in junior high
school. The data from the UR
survey supports the notion that
college campuses are inheriting a
problem rather than creating one.
Alcohol is used today, as it
has been for centuries, as part of
the social fabric of campus life. It
is a socially-nccepted fact that
drinking to excess is socially approprinte. Alcohol is part of the
American culture, part of the socicd interaction on most campuses, and in both cases, will likelv
remain so. Thus, from the per-'
spective of most administrators,
the challenge is not to eliminate
the use of alcohol on campus, but
rather to change the direction by
providing guidelines and educational programs encouraging
moderate use of alcohol.

These students need to
be helped to handle ...
the stresses of coUe,ge
and young adult life
without reliance on alcoholic beverages.

And there may be both political and legal forces vvorking at
the same time to assist college administrators in this effort. For example, witness the recent federal
and state trend to raise the legal
drinking age for beer and distilled
spirits. In Virginia, effective July
ls!, 1983, the legal drinking age
for beer was raised to 19. Even
more recently, the Governor's
Task Force to Combat Drunk
Driving has recommendedagain, as it did last year-to increase the legal age of consumption of all alcoholic beverages to
21. (However, such legnl actions
will constitute yet another type of
problem for colleges and universities who must then deal with
many of their students consuming alcohol illegally and "under
the table.")
But the challenge for college
officials still will be to effect a
practice of moderation of nlcohol
use in those students who choose
to drink, and, at the same time,
to promote an attitude o( social
support and respect for students
who choose to drink non-alcoholic beverages. It is much the same
on the broader socinl level, where
a major challenge before each
American citizen is to develop a
mature lifestyle in which pleasurnble activities- such as drinking
alcoholic beverages-can be enjoyed, yet not abused.
Dr. Hophn, is a /ice11.sed c/i11ic•I /15_}/c/10/oxi,t 1111d dirl'clor of tht• Center for Ps_1/ c/wloxic•I Ser!'icl', •I t/11' Universit_i,. He
i5 •l,o 11u 11s1ist1111t /!rofr,,or in tile Dtpuf111l'III of Psi,c/10los_Ji. Dr. Hopi.in~
c/u,im./ lilt• committee formed i11 1978 to
rl'l'i~e !ht' U11i1,a1il_1(s .ilcoliolic /!!'Vl'rll,l(t'
policy u1d
coordinated the .ictivitir,
ofC.li.R .E. for t//r ,,a,;/ Ihm' _i,rar1 . fit'
i~ .i 111r111/~r of the C.ipital J\rt'II Alco/w/
S11ft'I.Ji 1111d Action Proiram Polic_i, Adt'i~or_}/ Ho.ird. /11 1980-81 Dr. Hopti11, wu
111H11ed Profcs,or uf the Yt•u .ii UR b11 lilt•
st11d1'11t /eader,hi1,' ~ucil'l_r./, 0111icro11 Ddl.i
K•ppa
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Structures of Terror:

The Roots of
Repression in
El Salvador
by Ted C. Lewe ll en
The El Solvador civil war is increasingly portrayed in the press
as a pi'lrl of the global conflict between the United States and the
Soviet Union. l'he appalling poverty and repression which actu<1lly lie at the root of the revolution
too often tend to be ignored.
In March 1982, a few months
before the Reagan administration certified to Congress for the
second year in a row that El 5.:ilvador was making progress on
human rights, Amnesty International issued ;;i "special report"
which stated fb!lv:
The security forces in El Salvador have been carrying out
a systematic and widespread
program of torture, "disappearances," and individual
and mass killings of men,
women and children . The
victims have included not
only people suspected of opposition to the authorities,
but thousands whose death
or mutilation seems to have
been completely arbitrary.
Testimonies received daily by
Amnesty International implicate all branches of the Salvadoran securitv services in
such violatio~s of humnn
rights-both military and police units as well as paramilitary squads acting with their

explicit or implicit wnrrantand the violations have occurred on such a scale that
there can be no question that
they constitute a gross and
consistent pattern of human
rights abuses
The El Salvador Catholic human rights organization has estimnted thnt in the Inst three years
more than 35,000 civi linn s have
been murdered, many of them
only after prolonged torture. In
1981 alone, this source collected
12,031 reports of murder, of
which almost 8,000 could be directly linked to government security forces or right-wing death
squads. Former Salvadoran Army
Captain Ricardo Alejandro Fiallos

has testified before the U.S. Congress that the death squads "are
made up of members of the security forces and acts of terrorism
credited to these squads, such as
political assassinations, kidnappings, and indiscriminate murder
are, in fact, planned by highranking military officers and cnrried out by members of the security forces."
Such a level of governmental
terror, unthinkable to most Americans, is nothing new in El Salvador. In 1932, a minor peasant
uprising in which less than 100
people were killed was put down
by the nrmy without mercy:
35,000 peasant men, women nnd
children were indiscriminately
slaughtered vvithin a single twoweek period. Such brutality
should surprise no one, since
even the briefest look at the history o f El Salvador and at statistics on poverty reveals a system
that can maintain itself only
through systematic repression.
Through the past 500 years,
El Salvador shows a remarkable
consistency in, first, the reliance
on expo rt agriculture; second, the
concentration of the land in the
hnnds of a few big owners; third,
the strengthening of this economic elite; and, finally, the rise of a
brutal militnry establishment
whose mnin function has been to
protect the elite.
From the first settlement by
Spanish merchnnts and plantation owners in the 16th century,
El Sa lvador has been devoted to
export crops; cocoa gave way to
indigo nnd balsam, which were
JI
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superseded by coffee. This latter
was introduced as early as 1825,
and by 1931 had become so dominant that it represented 95 per-

cent of the country's exports, a
single-crop dependency greater
than that of any other Latin
American country. Unlike previous crops, which could be grown
by peasant Indians, coffee re-

quired new social structures. In
1882 the government formally
abolished all peasant communal
lands on the grounds that "Agriculture (i.e., coffee) is the Nation's source of life and prosperity and it is the duty of the
legish1ture to remove ,my obstacles to its development." This law
put peasant land up for grubs,
with the result that land became
even more concentrated. Later
legislation allowed private property owners to expel tenants and
squatters from their estates.
During the Great Depression,
the world market price of coffee
dropped severely. In order to revive the floundering El Salvadoran economy, the growth of cotton
was encouraged. Unfortunately
the coastal lands used for cotton
had been the last refuge of peasants pushed off their kmd by previous export crops; many peasants had their lands stolen again.
Meanwhile, population was
growing rapidly, until today El
Salvador is the most densely populated country in all Latin America (about six million people in an
area the size of Massachusetts).
Total agricultural production has
stayed abreast of population
growth, but because more and
more cropland is being devoted
to coffee and cotton, food per
capita has declined radically over
the last decade. Much of what
food is eaten comes from the
most barren farmland. The only
food crop vvhich has shown considerable growth is sorghum, a
low-nutrition grain that used to
be fed exclusively to cattle; since
sorghum grows on land too poor
for cotton or coffee, it has become
a staple of the peasant. VVhile the
elite landowners luxuriate in Miami, far from the struggle, the
people are eating cattle feed.
By 1980, 40 percent of the
farmland-and that is virtually all
of the most fertile land- \vas
owned by a minuscule .002 per12

cent of the population. For many
complex reasons, the land reform
pushed by the United States has
not improved the lot of the vast
majority of impoverished peasants. In any case, simply turning
cotton or coffee land over to peasants will not solve the food problem; since the land must be paid
for, it cannot be taken out of
cash-crop production and returned to food land.
Thus, despite increases in
overall production, most people
are malnourished. In 1965, per
capita food consumption was
only 80 percent to 90 percent of
\vhat it had been 10 to 15 years
earlier. By the mid-1970's, average c;:iloric consumption was 33
percent lower than minimum recommended levels, .ind 66 percent
of all children under five were
malnourished (77 percent in coffee-growing areas), many of these
severely undernourished. Al any
given time, 34 percent of workers
are unemployed. Even considering those who are employed, 40
percent of those working in agriculture are superfluous, as are 40

percent of those engaged in
"commerce"- which can mean
shining shoes or peddling Chiclets on streetcorners.
In sum, the people are
caught in a vicious circle. The
higher prices paid for export
crops encourage landowners to
evkt tenants from formerly foodproducing lands or to gain such
!and by military or quasi-legal
means. This turns subsistence
farmers into wage laborers who
work only a few months of the
year, during planting and harvest, for starvation wages. The
impoverishment of the masses assures that there will be onlv the
slightest domestic market f~r
food, so even more land is put
into export production. The main
"output" of the system is, then, a
large .ind growing class of unem ployed and underemployed
"marginals" \Vho have little or no
role in the national economv.
Since a crucial problem. is the
lack of a domestic cconomv, attempts at industrialization: especially when paid for by foreign
aid or large bank loans, only ag-

gravate the problem. Loans must
be repaid with hard currency,
which can on!y be gained
through more exports, which encourages even more land to be
taken out of food production and
put into cash crops.
Is there any way !hilt this
system can be maintained without repression? The answer must
be an unqualified "No!" If we assume that millions of people will
not simply starve or write off
their futures as hopeless without
a struggle, the maintenance of
the present system requires the
most extreme repression.
Structural change through
peaceful means appears highly
unlikely. The causes of the problems are so deeply embedded
that any attempt at ch,1nge
pushes the powerful elite more to
the political right. Also, it is
doubtful that there is sufficient
\'ariabilitv within the societv today to effect such change. ~\lith
most "moderates" or reformists
alreadv dead, exiled, or driven to
join tile revolutionary movement
in order to survive, political polarization is virtually total. In
such a situation elections become
little more than a char,1de, the
purpose of which is to legitimize
the present government in order
to get more military aid from the
United States.
The problems arc complicated, far more complicated than the
easy Communist vs. Free World
explanations of the State Department. Neither will answers come
easily. But one thing can be said
with certainty; as long as the U.S.

continues to side militarily with
the forces of repression and poverty in Latin America, it will find
itself in an endless war against
the vast majority of the people of
that unfortunate region

Dr. Lewelle11, assistant professor of
anthropology, has taught ill URS Sociology Depart111e11t si11ce 1978. He

fo1111ded the UR c/wpter of A111nesty
l11tcnwliona/ in 1980 a11d sen:,es as
its ad1 isor, C11rrrntly writing a /look
011 U.5. - TIIird World rl'iatio11s, he
publi~IIed Political Anthropology
this year and Peasants in Transi1

tion i11 1978

"El Salvador in a
Nutshell"
Physical Description: 8,260
square miles (size of Massachusetts). Population almost 6 million; will double in 20 years.
Land Concentration: .002 percent (approximately JOO families) own 40 percent of all land.
.2 percent own 60 percent of the
land.
Hunger and Malnutrition: Lowest per capita caloric intake of
any country in Latin America.
66 percent of children ma/nourished (77 percent in coffee-growing areas).
Illiteracy: 50 percent

Dr. Lewellen has prov ided the
following as a list of pri mary
sources for his art icle on El Sa lvador.
Amnesty International
1982 "El Salvador: A Cross
and Consistent Pattern of Human
Rights Abuses." Special Supplement to the March 1982 A11111esty

!11tcnwtio11al Ne·wslctter
AWAACLU (America's Watch
Committee and the American
Civil Liberties Union)
1982 N.eport 011 Human Rights
in El Salvador. New York: Vin-

tage.
Durham, William 1-1.
1979 Scarcity and Survival i11

Central America: Ecological Origins
of the Soccer War. Stanford, Ca.:
Stanford Univ. Press.
Cett leman, tvlarvin E., et. al
1981 El Salvador: Cmlral
A111aica i11 the New Cold War. New

Housing: 37 percent live in oneroom shacks. 63 percent of
houses lack water.
Effective Unemployment: 50 percent
Government and Repression: 42
years of continual military dictatorship (longest of any country
in Latin America)
35,000 civilians murdered in last
five years; 80 percent of these
are directly attributed to government security forces or government-backed death squads.
Roberto d'Rubisson, head of the
National Assembly, is a founder
and leader of one of the most
brutal death squads; a former
U.S. ambassador refers to him
as a ''pathological killer."
Torture is routine during police
interrogation and in cases of
"disappearances." T.C.L.

York: Grove.
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FROM
LONG ISLAND
by Jeffrey L. Franklin
The next time you're in Lolo,
Mont., look up Nathan English,
UR Class of '66. And don't just
drive straight through Waveland,
Miss.: stop and see Cnol Kukuk
Gaudet, Class of '63. There's
hardly a place you can go where
you won't find a UR grad. From
Long Island lo Long Beach, and
everywhere in between, alumni
of the University are there. In
fact, UR's 23,000 alumni can be
found in all 50 states and about
52 foreign countries.
The proliferation of alumni
outside of Richmond and Virginia
is a trend that has developed
over the past few years. "So
what?", you say. Well, among
some of the vast changes that
have occurred at the University
over the past 15 years, no other
characteristic has affected the
University more than its now regional and national identity. For
an institution that is over 150
years old, UR is still one of the
leading small, private universities
in America. And in the time of an
overall decline in the number of
applicants to all colleges, a drop
in the number of high school students, and increased competition
among all colleges for these students, the University of Richmond is as popular as ever. Applications were up four percent
this year, and five percent last
year, and have increased by that
rate on a yearly basis .•
So you're more likely to run
into a UR graduate when you
take that ski vacation to Colorado, or if you find yourself moving to Chicago for a new job. You
are now associated with a University th at has increasing national
visibility and recognition . UR has
also developed a relevance to the
14

times: it is appealing because its
curriculum is traditional yet
adaptable to changes in educational needs. The University has
always provided a quality liberal
arts education, either as an end
in itself, or as a solid background
to further professional or graduate education. Add this factor to
UR's national visibility, and the
sum is a dynamic and leading
University.
Thirty years ago, a typicul
gruduating duss would have been
45 percent Richmond College
graduates, 28 percent Westhampton College graduates, 17 percent
graduates of what is now E. Claiborne Robins School of Business,
seven percent T. C. Williams
School of Law graduates, and
two percent Graduate School
grads. Most of the University's
students came from Virginia,
many from the Richmond area.
Likewise, most of the graduates
returned to Virginia cities and
towns, \Vith the majority settling
in Richmond. The trend is that a
graduate is very likely to return
home, or at least to the same
area.
Twenty yenrs ago, a class
would be composed of 40 percent
Richmond College graduates, 23
percent Westhampton College
graduates, 16 percent Business
School graduates, seven percent
Law graduates and eight percent
Graduate School grads. The student body vvas still primarily
from Virginia, and Richmond was
the favorite place to settle after
graduation. The number of UR
alumni in other Virginia areas
starts to decrease somewhat, and
we find more graduates out of
state.
Of those alumni who have
graduated since 1974, 30 percent
are Richmond College graduates,

21 percent arc Westhampton College graduates, 22 percent are
Business School graduates, 15
percent are Law School graduates, and eight percent are Graduate School grads. The Class of
1983 had 76-1- graduates: 199 from
Richmond College (26 percent),
182 from Westhampton College
(23 percent), 179 from the Business School (23 percent), 143
from Law School (18 percent),
and 61 from the Graduate School
(eight percent). One-third of
these graduates live in Richmond.
Another 25 percent live in Virginia, and the rest live out of state.

Overall, &I- percent of all UR
alumni have their undergraduate
degrees from the University. Of
those who are generally over 40
years old, 91 percent have UR
undergraduate degrees. Of those
alumni under 30, 73 percent have
UR undergraduate degrees. In
these past two decades, UR has
become more of a business and
professional school, with the Business, Law and the Graduate
School combining for 45 percent
of all graduates in the past 10
years. Forty-nine percent of all
graduates of the Class of 1983 are
Business, Law or Graduate
School graduates (Graduate
School figures include the Reynolds Graduate Division of the

TO
LONG BEACH
UR 'ALUMS" ARE SPREADING OUT
Business School). Business and
professioni'll training arc two

good examples of a traditional yet
adaptable curriculum.
Being a business and professional university involves keeping
up with the times. Liberal Arts
degrees are becoming populnr
again, but for a while, only business and professional degrees
were in vogue. UR's increasing
attractiveness in the East and nationwide has contributed to this
academic relevance. Or in fact,
UR's academic relevance, with a
traditional curriculum that wavered very li!!le in the '60s and
'70s, is what makes it attractive to
others. Add to this curriculum a
beautiful campus, a superb faculty-student rntio, and the appeal
of the city, and it looks as if UR is
the place to go. With cost becoming a factor, UR is a bargain in
comparison to similar schools in
the Northeast. Thus, in competition with state-supported schools
in Virginia, UR's cost is high. In
competition with any school in
the Northeast or in many other
areas, UR costs less. No wonder
80 percent of this year's freshman
class is from out of state.
Three years from now, when
the class of 1987 graduates, we
can expect many of them to return to the areas whence they
came. Many will stay in Richmond, or at least want to stav.
Overall, about a third of each
class lives in Richmond. Currently, 8,000 alumni live in the city:
one-third of the total UR alumni
body. With our most recent classes, the number is down somewhat: only one-fourth of the
Class of 1982 has settled in Richmond so far. If you're still looking for that classmate who borrmved five bucks from you that
night al Phil's, you have a good

chance of finding him in the West
End of Richmond. Almost 4,000
alumni live in Richmond's West
End.
Virginia is home for 14,963 of
our alumni. Again, there are few er members of the most recent
classes living in the Old Dominion. Northern Virginia and the
Tidewater area are popular: over
1,400 alumni live in Northern Virginia, Washington, D.C. and its
Maryland suburbs. About "1,700
live in Tidewater, with 700 in
Norfolk and Virginia Beach alone!
Other attractive areas in the
Commonwealth are Roanoke,
with 514 alums; Petersburg, 371;
Charlottesville, 307; Fredericksburg, 299, and Lynchburg, 251.
There arc 65 in my hometown,
Harrisonburg.
As you journey up the Atlantic Coast, into the great "Northeast Corridor" between Washington, D.C. and Boston, you'll encounter almost -l,000 University
of Richmond graduates. Besides
the 1,400 in the Washington/
Northern Virginia/Maryland suburbs area, there arc 375 alums in
Baltimore; 423 in Philadelphia
and Wilmington; 700 in New
York City, and 64 in Boston. With
the IMge number of incoming
students from this area, these
numbers are likely lo grow-the
trend is that graduates are very
likely to return home (as did UR
gradu;;itcs of the '40s, '50s, and

'60s), if they don't settle in Richmond.
The South is also popular for
Richmond graduates. There arc
over 800 alumni in North Carolina; 215 in Raleigh/Durham; 210 in
Greensboro/Winston-Salem; 135
in Charlotte, and two in East Flat
Rock. And if anybody ever finds
Mayberry, there's probably one
there, too! Other popular places
in the South are Atlanta, Jacksonville and Miami. In fact, we have
over 500 grads in Florida. Kentucky, Tennessee and South Carolina attract a good share of Spiders, too.
Alumni concentrations get
thinner as we work our wav into
the Midwest and Southwes't. Chicago, St. Louis, Dallas and Houston are cities where we do have a
good number. In the Far West,
Colorado and California are the
attractive states, with over 100
people in the Los Angeles area.
So, \Vhat are all these numbers about, anyway? And what's
it all mean? Well, for one thing,
we might be able to make some
predictions for members of this
year's freshman class. Regardless
of whatever notion, plans, etc. a
particular student enters with,
certain trends give weight to
these predictions: He/she has a 50
percent chance to receiving a business, professional or graduate
degree from the University. In
other words, the chances are one
in two that he/she will go to the
Business School, Law School or
Graduate School. OK, so many
students come to the University
for that very purpose. Still, many
more come with little idea about
what they wn11t to do, much less
about \Vhat they will do.
Another prediction: the
chances are one in three the graduate will stay in Richmond, one
15

LONG ISLAND CONT.
Fifteen Cities w ith Over 200
UR Graduates:

in three they' ll settle in Virginia
(probably North ern Virginia or
Tidewater), ,vith the same odds
they will settle out-of-state, most
likely in the Northeast. It's easy
to make this prediction considering the trend, which runs
through all classes, that one-third
are in Richmond, another third
are elsewhere in Virginia, and an-

other third arc out-of-stute. So for
those v-,'!10 d on't ,van! lo look
into th e crystal ball lo see ,vh ere
they'll end up and w h at they'll be
doing, there are exceptions to the

rules. The most obvious exception is that, since the University

has changed over these 30 years,
it will change again. There Me

new dynamics affecting higher
education: the economy, our
ever-static svstem of values, and
the decreas~ in the number of
high school- and college-age
young people. And just when we
get used to fewer high schoolers
applying, another glut will come
in the mid-1990's (there's a
"baby-boom" on now, you
know) .
Another exception is also obvious: wi th UR's growing na tional visibility, and nutional popularity, and with only 20 percent of
this year's freshmen from Virginia, 80 percen t of our alumni may
one day be out-of-state. The City
of Richmond will probably still be
Mecca for many UR grads . But
add to this the economic and social trends we heur about, the
megatrends, and people will go
with the jobs. If the jobs are in
Tucson, Tampa and Technologyville, then you' re going to find a
lot of UR grads th ere, loo. Remember: almost on e-half of our
16

recent graduating dusses eurncd
business und profcssionul degrees.
A good example of this is an
incident that my colleague Jane
Thorpe reki tcd recently: Two
young ulumnae dropped by to
visit her at the Dcancrv. One
grnduated four years a'go, lives
and works in Miami, and in her
work travels all over the world.
The other graduated only a year
ago, is originally from Atlanta,
and hus lived and worked in
Richmond. She is on her way,
though, to a new job in a new
city in the Midwest.
These two ,vomen typify
many of our young graduates.
They sign on with companies
based in or with branches in Sun
Belt cities. Young alumni are
more mobile, and therefore are
asked to move more often. As
America's population shifts, so
does UR's ulumni population.
That's a positive statement about
the University: its graduates arc
hired bv some of the nation's
largest 'and transforming corporations. These companies are not
only affected by change, some of
them arc musing it. UR gruds are
there too!
The University of Richmond
is affected by various influences,
more so now because it remains
constant and steady in its approach to education, making it an
even more ilttrnctive and desirable place for a college cduc.ltion.
It changes, and yet it stays the
same.
feffrey L. Franklin, R 77, is the Di -

rector of Alumni a11d Parents Programs for the Universit_y , a po!'.ifim1
he has held since 1982. I fr rect:ived a
master of divinit.v degru from South ern T/Jeologica/ Sm1i11ary in Louisvillr, Ky. in 1981 and lras bee,z an
admirii,tralor al Kentucky Baptist
Homes for Children in Louisville

Richmond, Va.
8,005
Washington, D.C.
1,197
Norfolk/Virginia Beach, Va.
709
New York City, N.Y.
644
Hampton/Newport News, Va.
536
Roa noke, Va
514
Phi!adclph iaM1ilmingt<>n, DeL
423
Petersburg, Va.
371
Baltimore, Md.
366
Charlottesville, Va.
307
Fredericksburg, Va
299
Lynchburg, Va.
251
Atlanta, Ga.
230
Raleigh-Durham, N.C.
213
Winston-Salem/Greensboro, N.C. 207

Current or Developing
University of Richmond
Alumni Chapters
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md
Emporia, Va.
Fredericksburg, Va.
Eastt.'rn Shore, Va
Lynchburg, Va.
Martinsville (Danville), Va.
Mid-Valley, Va. (Harrisonburg,
Staunton, Wayne:,boro, Swope)
New York, N.Y.
Miami, Fla.
Washington, O.C.
Peninsula, Va. (Hampton, Newport
News, Williamsburg)
Petersburg, Va
Phi!addphia, Pa.
Roanoke, Va
Triad, /\!.C. (Greensboro, High Point,

Burlington)
Triangle, l\'.C. (Raleigh, Durham,
Chapel H ill)
fidewaler, Va. (Norfolk, Virginia
Beach)
\.Vestern Tidewater, Va . (Portsmouth,
Chesapeake, Suffolk)
Winchester, Va.
Wilmington, Del.
Winston-Salem, N.C.
Houston, Texas

Ten Places You'd Never
Expe ct to Find a UR

Graduate:
Haleiwa, Ha\vaii
Auke Bav, Alaska
Kennebunkport, Maine
Natchitoclws, La .
Biloxi, Miss.
Oconomowoc, Wis.
Afghanistan
Indonesia
Prescott, Ariz. (2)
Blacksburg, Va.
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by Ali son L. Griffin
As a third grader, UR's new Provost and Vice President, Dr. Zeddie P. Bowen, moved with his
family from Georgia to Maryland,
and encountered culture shock.
The other third graders in his
new school thought he had a funny first name and that he talked
funny too. " Is Zeddie your rea!
name?" they kept asking him, or,
"What's it short for?"
Nearly 40 years' combined
exposure lo the state of Maryland, to Johns Hopkins and Harvard Universities, the University
of Rochester and the Middle West
have since erased .:ill traces of

Rockmart, Gc1. from his speech,
but Dr. Bowen is still steadily
fielding questions about his funny first name.

"It's long for Zed," he explains with patient and even serene good humor. "And Zed is
short for Zedekiah. I was named
for a friend of the family, who
had been named for the Biblical
Zedekiah."
The Provost says one reason
he has held on to his funny first
name is that it helps him communicate with college students. Culture shock is endemic among college freshmen and coming to
terms with funny names and funny accents-one's own or other
people's-is all part of the adjustment process.
In 1976, when he went to Beloit College in Wisconsin as Provost, a second question came up
regularly: "What's a Provost?" He
started answering the two questions in the same conversation,
saying that a Provost is the chief
academic officer at a university
and that he liked first names. The
result was that a lot of the students at Beloit started greeting
him with "Hello, Provost Zeddie!"
Dr. Bowen took over as Pres-

ident Heilman's second-in-command in September, coming from
the College of William and Mary
where he had been Dean of the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences for
two years. He calls W&M "a
very great university. I am delighted to have been part of it.
But the University of Richmond is
an opportunity I couldn't pass
up."
He was Provost at Beloit for
five years. A paleontologist, he
was a professor in the department of geological sciences at the
University of Rochester for 14
years, and departmental chairman from 1974-1976. He spent his
undergraduate years at Johns
Hopkins, graduating with honors. He earned a master's in geology at Harvard, and a Ph.D. from
Harvard in 1963.
Carol Bowen, the Provost's
wife, is by profession a high
school guidance counselor. She
has worked at an inner-city
school in Newport News. The
three Bowen sons are Charles, 20
(a junior at Grinnell College in
Iowa); and Michael, 17, and Jay,
14, who attend Collegiate School
here. The Bowens also have a
white cal called Ralph who is a
key member of the household.
"Provost Zeddie" is a man
with a quiet, cheerful and friendly presence, and a large variety of
interests and enthusiasms. He's
an easy and quotable conversationalist. A sampling:
011 ed11calio11: "Education is
not a spectator sport. The best
kind occurs when students can be
engaged in learning, so that they
take responsibility for their own
education."
On religion: "I am a Methodist by baptism and attend Quaker
Meetings by choice. Peace is central to Quakerism. It is a contemplative and inner-directed way of
life, and that suits me very well
I'm comfortable with the University's ties with the Baptist
church. I like the influence

church-relatedness can have on
the college and on the teaching
and role-modelling of values."
011 things he likes to do outside
academia: "Most of all, I like being
outside. I get therapy from working \Vith dirt and green things,
especially flowers and shrubs. I
like playing squash and badminton and I'm learning to play tennis. I like biking and family
camping. I like Beethoven and
the Beatles. For leisure reading, I
prefer fiction. Among the moderns, my favorites are Updike,
Steinbeck, Malamud, Vonnegut,
Philip Roth and their ilk. I have a
passion for a National Public Radio program called 'A Prairie
Home Companion.'
I like
puttering around the house, and
I can fix nearly anything that isn't
electronic. I like lo build things
like bookcases
"

On the University of Richmond·
"This is a positive institution, an
institution on the way up, an institution with an optimistic future, with great resources in
terms of people, good will and facilities; in terms of support, and
in terms of its relationship \Vith
the church as well as with the
City of Richmond and the State
of Virginia
I like the statement in that gray Cornerstones
brochure: 'The challenge facing
UR is not survival, but growing
quality.' The University of Richmond is already a remarkable institution. I would like to see it become the best small private university around."

Aliso11 Griffin was Director of tile
Unfr.,ersity's News Bureau 1111/il s/ie
left Sept. ·9 to co11ti1111e her freelance
writing. A former reporter for tlie
Richmond Times Dispatch, she
came lo the University in 1977. In
addition to ha11d/i11g media relations,
she was a contributing editor to the
UR Magazine and was the editor of
the award-winning issue of the Magazine which COl/llllemora/ed Ille
150th anniversary of tile University.
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FOUR TRUSTEES
ARE APPOINTED
Four new members joined the
University's Board of Trustees on
July 1. They are Dr. Jean L. Harris, Dr. Thomas Albert Jackson,
Ms. Mary Sue Terry, and Mr. C.
Porter Vaughan, Jr.
Dr. I larris, former Commonwealth Secretary for Human Resources, is the vice president of

Spider Cooch Dick Tarra11t faces perhaps his toug/icsl lmskellmll season ci,er.

state marketing programs for
Control O.:ita Corporation. A

Richmond resident, she received
a bachelor's degree in 1951 from
the Medical College of Virginia.
In 1981 she was awarded an honorary Doctor of Science degree by
UR. Dr. Harris serves on the
board of directors of the Health
Facilities Planning Council and
the Travelers' Aid Society.
Dr. Jackson, R'53, is pastor of
McLean Baptist Church in
McLean, Va. He received a bachelor of divinity degree from
Southeastern Baptist Theological
Seminary in 1957, and a Ph.D.
from Johns Hopkins University in
1970. A past member of the
Board of Trustees of Golden Gate
Baptist Seminary in California, he
is a trustee of the McLean Citizens Foundation.
Mary Sue Terry, W'69, is an
attorney and member of the Virgini.:i House of Delegates, D-Patrick County. She received a master of arts degree in 1970 from the
University of Virginia and juris
doctor degree from the U.Va. law
school in 1973. She is a former assistant commonwealth's attorney
in Patrick County. Del. Terry has
been active in the Westhampton
Alumnae Association and in 1979
received a Distinguished Alumnae Award from Westhampton
College.
20

Porter Vaughan, R'40, was a
pitcher for the Philadelphia Athletics after graduating from UR.
He has been involved in real estate sales and development for
the past 37 years and is president
of C. Porter Vaughan Inc., a real
estate company. A resident of
Richmond, he is chairman of the
board of trustees of Westover
Hills United Methodist Church
and has been active in civic and
professional organizations, including the Metro Richmond
Chamber of Commerce, the Metropolitan Richmond Authority,
and the Virginia Realtors Foundation. He was the national chairman of the University's 1982-83
Annual Giving Campaign, the
most successful such campaign in
the University's history. FH

BASKETBALL:
TOUGH
SCHEDULE
IS FORECAST
Last year was truly a season of
experiences for Coach Dick Tarrant and his University of Richmond basketball squad.
With one minute or less to
go in 19 contests, the Spiders
found themselves in games in

which the outcome was undecided. In fact, in seven Richmond
games the outcome was determined by either one or two
points. For the season, cliff-hangers were the rule rather than the
exception.
"You look at st.:its like those
and you wonder why things happened as they did," says Tarrant.
"You look everywhere for answers, but they don't come quickly. All you can do is learn from
your experiences and get ready
for the next campaign."
'v\lhile one-point and twopoint games age coaches quickly,
they also provide exciting basketball for fans, and 1983 should be
no different for Spider supporters. With at least a dozen games
against teams that made post-season appearances in 1982, the Spiders will face perhaps their
toughest schedule ever. Such
teams as James Madison, William
and Mary, South Caro!in.:i and
Marquette are all slated to visit
the Robins Center. In addition,
the Spiders will once again play
in the Times-Dispatch Invitational
Tournament which this year features Virginia Tech, ODU, VCU
and UR.
"There is no doubt that this
year's schedule is tough," says
Tarrant. "We ,vi!! be playing

some very good teams both at
home and on the road."
When the season does begin,
Spider fons may notice Tarrant's
tcnm playing a slightly different
style of baskctbnll. lf things go
according to plans, the Spiders
should be playing a more up-tempo game in 1983. The graduation
of such players as Jeff Pehl and
Tom Bethea will force the Spiders
to utilize a smaller lineup and apply more pressure defensively.
"At this time, there is no definitive starting lineup," says Tarrant. "We have an idea of what
tu expect when the season begins, but until it docs, we will
have to be quite flexible. It promises lo be another exciting yenr
and hopefully the close games
will go our way in 1983." BB

PLAYERS PLAN
NEW SEASON
In mid-October, the University
Players opened their season with
"Where's Charley?", the musical
version of that evergreen, bouncy
Victorian farce "Charley's Aunt"
There were four delightful, demanding and popular performances, and novv the Players are
buckling down to something scriThcy will present Michael
Cristofer's "The Shadow Box"
Nov. 17-19. The action of this Pulitzer Prize-winning play ( 1977)
takes place in separate cottages
on a hospital's grounds, where
three terminal cancer patients

dwell. The play is about their
anxieties and how they come to
grips with the finality of their
condition. But the pby is not
really about denth. According tun
critic on ABC-TV, it "thunders
with life, storming and boiling,"
and has a good share of sly huThe Plnyers' third production
will be "Hiawatha," Feb. 16-18.
The author, Michael Bogdanov,
who is associate director of the
National Theatre, Great Britain,
has granted the UR Players exclusive rights to perform his theatre
piece in Richmond. 13ogdanov's
"Hiawatha" is n robust adnptation of Longfellow's classic poem,
a thrilling retelling of the life of
the prophet-warrior sent to guide
warring Indian tribes to peace
and prosperity. It will be staged
with Story Theatre techniques,
gymnastics, magic, song nnd
dance, offering spectacle as well
as athletic slapstick
The final production at the
Camp Theatre for the 1983-84 season will be "Juno and the Paycock," Sean O'Cascy's tragi-comic
masterpiece set in the Dublin
slums during the Irish civil war of
the enrly 1920s. O'Casey, who
himself grew up in a Dublin slum
tenement, zeroes in on the Boyle
family - feckless "Cap'n" Boyle
with all his unforgettable braggadocio; his wife Juno, their daughter Mary nnd their sun Johnnyand rnpturcs the full pathos, lmmor nnd drama of ordinary people caught up in the complex
tragedy of civil war. AG

DIVERSE TWENTY
JOIN FACULTY
Twenty persons have been appointed to full-time faculty positions at the University this fall,
among them an assistant professor of history from the University
of California at Be!"keley; a husband and wife who are both
teaching math and computer science; a former newsman from the
European Stars & Stripes, and a
law professor who was an associate with Richmond's largest law
firm.
The Californian is Jeffrey K.
Sawyer, \vho holds /\.B., M.A.
and Ph.D. degrees from Berkeley.
He has nlso been a visiting lecturer there. The mathematical couple
are John R. Hubbard, who holds
a Ph.D. from the Universitv of
Michigan, and Anita Hubb;rd,
who earned her mnster's in math
at the University of North Carolina, and this summer completed
requirements for a master's in
computer science at Pennsylvania
Stnte University.
The newsman from Stars &
Stripes is Michael M. Spear, who
has joined the UR journalism department as an instructor. He is a
North Carolinian who holds a
B.A. from Guilford College, and
is completing his thesis for a
Master of Arts from UNC.
Janice R. Moore, formerlv
with Hunton & Williams, is ~ne
of four new members of the T. C.
Willinms Law School faculty this
year. A Phi Beta Kappa graduate
of Goucher College, she did graduate work in economics at Syrncuse lJ., and in accounting at
VCU, and earned the J.D. degree
from T. C. Williams in 1981. As a
law student, Ms. Moore was lead
nrticles editor of the Law Review.
She won the Cudlipp Medal, the
J. Westwood Smithers Award and
the Charles T. Normnn Prize as
the best all-around graduate of
'81. She will teach courses in basic federal taxation; employee
benefits and deferred compensation; employment legislation, nrid
legal research and writing.
In the E. Claiborne Robins
School of Business, Gail B
\Vrigh t has been appointed Visiting Assistant Professor of Ac21

AROUND THE LAKE CONT.
counting. She comes from a
teaching position at George
Washington University, .:ind
holds degrees from the College of
William and Mary (B.S.) and
VCU (M.S.). She expects lo complete requirements for a Ph.D.
from CWU in 1984.
The other newcomers arc
Roger W. Andersen, Visiting Professor of Law (1983-84) from the
University of Toledo College of
Law; Robert E. Berry, Visiting Instructor in Economics (1983-84),
completing coursework for his
Ph.D. from U.Va., where he has
been an instructor; Anthony J.
Bocchino, who will be the George
E. Allen Visiting Professor of Law
(spring semester), from Temple
University, a current leader in the
National Institute for Trial Advocacy; James H. Fife, Asst. Professor of Mathematical Sciences,
from Oberlin University, with a
Ph.D. from Yale; Joseph T.
Keiser, Asst. Professor of Chemistry, who holds a Ph.D. from the
University of Rhode Island and is
a former Naval Research Laboratory Cooperative Research Associate.
Also, Donna A. McCurley,
Asst. Professor of Sociology, from
Tulane, where she earned her
Ph.D. and taught; Kenneth M.
Murchison, Visiting Associate
Professor of Law (1983-84), a
Langdell Fellow at Harvard Law
School, who comes from a faculty
position at Paul M. Hebert Law
Center at Louisiana State University; Tom W. Oglesbee Jr., Asst.
Professor of Accounting, who
comes from a teaching position at
University of South Carolina and
is working on his dissertation for
a Ph.D. from USC; James A. Polyson, Asst. Professor of Psychology, who holds a Ph.D. from
University of Alabama and comes
from a teaching position at Indiana State; Maruta L. Ray, Visiting
Assoc. Professor of Modern Foreign Language (German, fall semester), who holds a Ph.D. from
University of Chicago, and has
studied at Oxford and at the
Graduate School of German of
the University of Mainz, Germa -

ny .
Two other new members
joined the UR faculty at the end
of the 1982-83 session, and will
be on campus during 1983-84.
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They are Dean W. Simpson, Visiting Asst. Professor of Classics
who holds a Ph.D. from the National University of Ireland, and
Jolyne S. Daughtry, Visiting Asst.
Professor of Education, who
holds a doctorate from U.Va. She
is a member of the faculty of the
Extended Learning Institute of
Northern Virginia Community
College. AG

SUMMER CAMPS
KEEP CAMPUS
BUSY ALL YEAR
The beginning of classes in the
fall creates lots of hustle and bustle, but the campus in summer
has its own noise and excitement.
It echoes with the smack of tennis balls, the yells of cheerleaders, the heated rhetoric of debatSummertime means conferences, camps and workshops on
the UR campus.
During the summer of 1983
about 5,000 people were on campus for 31 such gatherings, says
Betty Pickels, director of University Services. "Five thousand people is an average summer for us."
People coming to the campus
last summer included participants
in Coach Eric O'Neill's tennis
camps, the National Cheerleading
Association Cheer Camps and a
forensics workshop.
Some groups were repeat visitors. "The Pastor's School had its
54th session here last summer,
and the Richmond Christian Fellowship has met here for just under 10 years," says Pickcls.

Preference is given to groups
with an educational or academic
purpose and to groups which will
bring youngsters and high
school-age people to the University. Although Pickels has no hard
figures to indicate the number of
UR students who initially became
acquainted with the campus
through attending a summer conference or camp here, she docs
know there are some. "With our
inviting campus, once people
know where it is they are more
inclined to visit, and once they
visit they are more inclined to
come again.
Housing for groups, mostly
on the Westhampton College side
of the campus, depends on the
group. Adults like the newer
dorms with their modern amenities, while returning alumni prefer the dorms of their era. Participants in the sports camps may be
housed on the Richmond College
side of the campus, nearer the
Robins Center and other sports
facilities.
Meals are scheduled for the
Central Dining Hall, and Pickels
reports that !ast summer she had
lots of good response from
groups which had their meals
there.
If the summer of 1983 sounded busy, just wait until the summer of 1984. Groups scheduled
for next summer include the Virginia Junior and Senior Academies o f Science, the Na tional Junior Classical League and the
Association of Teacher Educators,
as well as many returning
groups. Fl-I

IBCD KEEPS
MANAGERS
UP-TO-DATE
OrganiLations whose managers
need development and training
find a helping hand at the University's Institute for Business
and Community Development.
"We see all levels of managers, from top executives to first
line supervisors," silys Dick
Dunsing, /BCD director. "A manager or administrator ought to
spend at least eight days each
year in training, or he'll get out of
date."
Types of organizations which
use the IBCD include businesses,

government agencies, cducationol
or nonprofit groups, and members of the health care field. To
meet their development and
training needs, the IBCD offers
three kinds of classes.
"Our most common type of

seminar is 'stranger' training,"
explains Dunsing. "This is where
a group of managers who may
not know each other meet in one
of our classrooms on the UR cam pus to discuss a goal or problem
they have in common."
Another type is in-house
training, in which an !BCD staff
membe r conducts a class at an organization's office, again discussing a particular topic.
A third type of training is for
an organization's management
learn, perhaps all of the top-level
executives or a manager from
each of several levels. They meet
on the UR campus or at the
group's offices to discuss goals
and development of the organization.
IBCD seminars this fall have
included ''Marketing Professional
Services," "Relieving Anxiety and
Manageria l Stress" and "Managing Differences Based on Values."
During the 1982-83 year, the most
popular single-topic seminar \Vas
"Managing Job and Self," which
focused on ways an individua l
can reduce stress in his persona l
life in order to deal effectively
with stress in his working life.
Participants in that seminar numbered close lo the 113CD's maxi-

mum of 30 each time it was offered.
Another popular feature of
the JBCD last year was the group
of Saturday Seminars. Fifteen
topics were offered on each of
four Saturdays, and average attendance each Saturday was 300.
"Our seminars must be
good," says Dunsing. "They
must meet needs and be practical
and useful, according to the client's perceptions. One reason for
ensuring practicality is that the
!BCD is fully self-supporting. We
do our own marketing, and good
word-of-mouth advertising is our
best marketing device."
Many colleges and universities offer programs similar to
those offered by the !BCD. "The
ultimate difference between us
and other programs is our staff,"
Dunsing says. "Most of the others
are brokers, bringing in staff to
use the facilities of that campus.
The four members of our staff arc
UR faculty who work as a unit."
The staff members are Dunsing, Arthur Beck, Associate Professor of Organization Development; Ellis Hillmar, Associate
Professor of Organization Developmen t, and Ronne Jacobs, Assistant Professor of Organization
Developmen t. "Our staff makes
us dramatically better than other
schools," Dunsing con tinues.
"We can use an in tegrated approach wi th congruent values.
We all have great similarity in
perspective and approach."
Another outstanding aspect
of the !BCD is its customized approach. Stacks of reprints from
current periodicals line a storeroom wall, ready to be quickly assembled into a notebook pinpointing a specific subject.
The IBCD's unified staff and
customized approach have paid
off. In 1982-83 the IBCD's volume
was up 25% from 1981-82 in
terms of both programs and people participating in the programs .
What of the future? "We are
always researching the newest
approach to effective management and are continually trying
to make ourselves useful to organizations," says Dunsing. "We
are on the leading ed ge of new
management techniques." FH

Dr. Reubrn E. Alley Sr

IN MEMORIAM:
REUBEN E. ALLEY
Or. Reuben E. Alley Sr., R'22 and
H'41, died September 19 at the
age of 87.
A Richmond resident and a
native of Petersburg, Va., he was
a well-known leader in the UR
community and across the stale.
He became a member of the UR
Board of Trustees in 1947 and
was a trustee emeritus at the time
of his death. During his tenure as
trustee he chaired the committee
which raised money to build
Boatwright Memorial Library.
"He was a wise counselor and a
source of support during my administration," said Dr. George
Modlin, UR President from 194671 and current Chancellor
Dr. Alley received bachelor
of divinity, master of arts and
doctor of philosophy degrees
from Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville, Ken. He
was editor of the Religious Herald,
the Virginia Baptist newspaper,
from the time he purchased it in
1937 until his retirement in 1970,
selling the publication to the Virginia Baptist General Board in
1950.
Dr. Alley wrote A History of

the University of Ric/1111011d, Frederic
W. Boalwrighl, a biography, and
A l/istory of Baptists in Virginia.
Dr. Alley's survivors include
two sons, Or. Robert Alley, UR
professor of humanities, and Dr.
Reuben E. Alley Jr., and a sister,
Florence Sanders. AL
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II
ce mber, 1980, and b living at Emerald
Isle, N.C
Harold G. Owe ns, R'4 1, retired and returned to Richmond from Scverna PMk,
Md.,inMar, 1983.
Dr. John W. Patterson, R'-t4, formerly of
Richmond, recently accepted the pastoralt'
of !ht> Gambrell Street Ba ptist Church in
Fort \Vorth, Tex.
Dr. Ken neth L. Smith, R'43, H'82, of
Rochester, N.Y., has been appointed
Dean of Crozcr at Colgate Roch;,stcr Di·
\" inity School Bexle y Hall Croze r Th;,ological 5<.:rninary. Dr.Srnith isagraduateof
Crozer Theological Seminary and has
taught there for 33 years, firs t in Upland.
Pa., then in Roche~ te r wh<.'n it affiliat<.'d
wit h Co!g,1te Roche~ter Divinity School in
1970.

SO's

''

'34: George Hope, Football team captain

30's

Dr. Charles W. Turner, R'37, of Lexington,
Va., has had his autobiogr.iphy published. It is enti tled A Straw ill /ht' iV1ml
So.,1c Days of Aly Year;. Dr. Turner i~ the
author of st>veral book~.
The Re v. Paul G . Wiley, R'37, of Arlington, Va ., reti red a~ pastor of Arli ngton
Church in June this year

40's
Dr. Charles P. Ford Jr. R'40, of i\. lorehe,1d
City, N .C, rctirl•d from DuPont in De-

The Re v. Mauri ce A . Timberlake, R'S!. of
Fredericbbu rg, Va , retired as pastor of
Ha nover Church, Ki ng Gl•o rge. Va., in
June, 1983. llc wil l rern,1in ,,t thl•dnm:h
as interim p,1stor
The Rev. Kenneth B. Bryan, R'52, of
Lynchburg, V.1., w,1s cleckd to the Vi rginia Baptist I lospital Bo.ird of Tru~tee~ at ih
annualmeeling. Mr. Bryan is pas tor of
First Baptist Church, Lvnchburg
William K. Roberson Jr. , R"SJ, of Richmond, was recent lv certified ,i s .1 Qu.ilifving and Lif;,Memberofthe 1983/1. !i!lion
Dollar Round Table
A. E. Dick Howard, R"5-l. of Charlottesville. Va., was awarded an llonorarvDoctor of Law deg ree from Ja m es Madison
Uniwrsity ,i t JMU's Diamond Anniversarv
in March
Col. Henry A. Shockley, R'55, of Arlington, Va ., h,1~ rl'Cl·ntly returned from ,1ctin'
dutyovcrse.iswith the L:.S. Army, and is
now ,1ssignd to the Office of Joint Chief.,
of Staff. I le he,1ds the European Divi.,ion
w ithin the Political /1. li lit,iry Affa irs Office
of Plans ,rnd Policv Oir.xtorall'
Dr. J. Donald Millar, K 56. of Atlan ta,
Ga., recei1ed the Distinguished Service
Medal from the U.S. Public ll ea lt hSer,ice
in \Vashington in M,1y th is year. The medal is the highe~t award presen ted to comm issioned officers "whose service and
achievementsdeser\'ethe highest recognition of the Public ll ea lth Service ." Dr.
Millar is di rectoro ft hel\',1tion.1l Instit u te
for Occu pation al Safety and H ealth, Centers for Dise.1se Control, in At lanta.
Dr. William I'. Tuck, R'57, of Lo ui sville,
Ky., has been c.11Ied as pastor of St. 1.fatthew's Baptist Ch u rch

Louis A. Wacker, Jr. , R'58. of HampdenSydney, Va., has been appoin ted ,1thlctic
dircctor,1tEmoryand lknryCollegc. l lc
w ill retain hi s posit ion as head coach, a~su rn ing addi tio nal duties in supervision of
the total ath l\'lic program.
William E. Baker, R'59. of Richmond, has
been named associal\' dean of students at
Marv Washington College . A captain in
the Naval Rl•servc and pre~ident of lhl'
Reserve Officers As~ociation in Richmond,
he is commanding officer of a Reserves
public affa irs un it al the Pent,1gon

60's
Dr. Albert C. Dawson, R'61, of Powh,1t,1n, Va .. ha~ been named chairm,m of the
depJrtm<.'ntofmodern foreign languages
,1t the Unin•r~ity of Richmond
Stephen F. McCormick, RSB'61, of Harrisburg, l'a., has been named Vice Prl·~idl·nt
o f M.irkl'lmg for l lealth Alt ern,11i1i·¾ De1eloprnl•nt. Inc
T he Re v. F. Ru ssell Baker, 1{"65. of IJ...'rkele~·. C1lif, has b~·l'll rMnwd pa~tor of
South Bcrkelev Cornrnunit 1·Church
Christopher M . S ieverdes, R'66, of Clcmson. S.C., has recei1·ed tenure ,1s a~ as~ociate pmlcs~or of sociologv at Cl~'mson
Universitv. Ile abo scr\'ed ,IS secretarv of
thefacultvSenate. Ile and his \\'ife,Jo.
a re expecting their third child the end of
/I.la,. Their two children <1re Ann Cuol.
10 .•andjohn,7
Anthon y P. Renaldi, R"67, of Midlothi,m,
Va .. has been promoted to senior 1·ice
pre~ident in Virginia N,1tional Bank's
Piedmont Region Rea l Estate Fin,mce Div,s,on
D r. James I:. Turner, G'67, of \V in~ton·Sa lem. N.C., has been promoted to profe~sor of anatomv a t lhe Bowm,1n Gr,1v
School of ,\-ledicine of Wake fore~t Unive r~ ity. Dr. Turner is ,1Cti1e in thl' tc-Mhing and research progr.1ms ol the dep,,rtment of anatomy . A recipient of a Rcse.irch Carl'er Award from the Nation,11
Institute, o f Hl'alth. his research involve~
the cen tral nervous system and the role of
J protein calkd nerve growth factor in the
regcncr,1tion and rl'p<1 ir of damaged nen·e
tissue in laborJtorv anirn<1ls. Ile rece ntlv
spent a yeara t thl'. Ma, Planck Institute in
Mu nich, Germany, where lw worked with
Drs . Ma rti n Schwab and I tans Thoenen, a
leading research tea m concerned w it h the
mu hanbms of action of nerve g r011"t h fac ·
tor.

'40: Collegian t'llitoria/ staff, ll'fl lo rig/it: P. Sa1111icr, H. Marra, M. Kcy,a,
Albert C. bsenbcrg, R'68. h,1, left his pu,ition as Minority St,,ff Director for the
U.S. Senate Subn,mmitll"t' un l!ousinh
and Urban Affair, l\l bi•conu- IJirt·dor of
Gul'emment Affair, for the Amt'ric,1n Institute of Archit,•ch. I le li1·es in Arlington
with hi'; wife, Sharon, and their ,on, Mat thew, .ige 4
Paul L. Bradshaw, R'69. of ,\nnandale,
V,1 .. is thl' nl'W !'rojl'cls Dirl'ctor for Mcnt,11 l l,•alth M,magl'ml'nt. Inc., of Mclt•an
Ml IM build, ,1nd manage., psychiatric and
alcohol trl',ltment unih in general and
freest,mding huspitdls. Ur;ithhaw"s rl'·
spon,ibiliti,•, in, ludt· idl'nlifving tht· fl-,1,ibility for such units in a gil'l'rl ar,·a, ,trail'·
gic planning. ,md managing the dP1dopment of new units
James :-.1. D unh,1m, R'69, of \.1idlothian,
\',1 .. h,1~ bl't'n nanwd 1·ice presidc•nt of
markt'ting for I f,•,ilth \1anagem,•nl Corp.,
a subsidiar1· nf Blue Cross ;md Ulue Sh1l'ld
of Virginia

J. /ordan, I

old~ \1etals Co. in Richmond. Ill' and his
wife Nancv have two childn•n, Da\ id. 4.
and Stephanie, I
D,wid L. Moore, R'7J, of Richmond, has
been named J\fan,1ger of Credit, Pharmaceutical. in the Treasury Sl'r\'ices Departnwnt of A H Robins Companv
Patrick D. Fitzpatrick, G'7'i. of Richmond.
w,,, rl'Ct'nt lv promoted to vice president <ll
Hhyl Corpor;,tion
William A. H oward Jr., W76, l{S!r82, of
Richmond, ha~ lx•en nJmed director of
cu1tom'°r 1'°rvice~ for Blue Cm~~ and Blue
Shield of Virp;ini~

/a/111,011, /. Wor111m1

70's

Thomas A. Pappas, 1{76, has joined the
Davenport Comp,inv ,1s J rf'gistered rep•
resentati\'l' in \'irgini,i Beach
Dr. George B. McClure, R77. of Virginia
Beach was awarded the Doctor of J\-lcdicim· degree from [astern Virginia Medical
Sch(>ol on )unL' 18. lie, was also appointed
J~ J fir~t lieutenant in the U.S. 1\rmy
MedirJI Corps .ind will lx· prornutl'd tn
captain on rl'porting for adiH" duty McClure Jlknd<·d b1skrn Virginia \.kdical
School on tlw Army·~ I kalth Prof,;-~~ion~
Scholar~hip !'rogrJm l::ach year, about
350 medical doctors agree to sNve on active duty rn return for the scholarship
Clyde B. Pitchford, Jr., R'77, of Richmond, has joined[. r. llutlon
L.1wn.•nce S. [mmcrt, R79. of Che~a
peak<', V;i., has graduated frum the Uni·
vn~itv of \'irgini;i Law SLhoul and i,
working in 1hl' Norfolk <1rl'd
Lt . Carl II. Pearson, R,'79, of S;m l·r,1n\"isco is tht• g11idl'd mi....,ik offitl'r ,,boJrd th"
crui~er USS lfrl'\"l'S, b,,~t·d in Yokowk,1,
the harbor for lohu, Japan
Thomas J\1. W. Green, R'7Y, of Winche~ter, Va., gradu,1ted from T C Williams
School of L.11, this Mav
John W. Person, R<;B'79, of Dix !-1111~.

Ja mes D . Butler, H'70. of l.ong Vallev.
NJ , is E,1skrn Mdndg..r Mobil Chemic,1!
Co. I le ('njoy, pl,iv ing tennis and suft
ball. He has two children, I !e,1lher, 1),
and Jamey, 8.
Gi lb ert G. Via Ill , R'70, has I.wen promoted to vice president .it the Bank of Virginia's I hlton Office in ,\lewporl New~. Va
Lawrence B. Whi tl ock J r., R'70, of Richmond. joined Whe.lt lnveslml'nt Advisu·
ry, a subsidiarv of Wheal first Securities,
a~ vice prl'sident-portfolio managn Whitlock is a charterl.'d fin,mci;1J <1nalvst
David C. Shores, R'72. uf W,1,hington,
D.C, h,1s bl'~'ll Mu·pkd for admission to
Woodrow Wilson College of Law in Atlanta in Septembl.'r, 1983
Derr ill Scott llu tle r, RB'73. RSB'81, of
Ashland. Va., is an accountant with R'°vn-

lhnjan 0. Bo,c, WI":), of Ann Arbur,
Michi8.irl, ha~ ldt thr !\\'°.id John~t>n /',."utritional Oh i~ion of !Jri~lol-)..h-l'r, in "-Jt'"
York to ~gin foll-timt· study toward .1
nu,ll'r'• d'°p;rec in South and Soutlw.i~t
Aiian Studit'~ at the Uni\''°r~ih of Michip;an
1ary An n Pr.ido, RSB'fll, of Short llill~.
:--J.J .. i, >\orlinp; with tht• Abrah.im ,md
Str•u•• dt>putnwnt •tor,· chain i11 Brnol·
lyn, N.Y

'53: /Im rr_ye, l're.,idmt of tlw R11si11e,s

School St11dc11t Cm•ernment
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Joseph Jefferson Reever, W76, of Norfolk,
Va .. married Rebecca Anne Regan on August 21, 1982 at First Presbyterian Church,
Richmond

Births
197'1/James L. Gray (R), and his wife,
Ilene, became the parents of a second
daughter, Rebecca Lynne, on May 3, 1983.
Middle Pen insula Alumnae Club

Pesx.1/ /..,m/han Slicplrnrd, /'TCSidrnt
Box 444
C/()11cesf<:r Point, Va. 23062
On May 21 the Middle Peninsula Westhampton Alumnae Club met at the home of
Mary Co:< Anderson in Kingsmill, Williamsburg. for a covered dish sa lad lunchJudy Dollcnberg Sterling, chairman
of the Gloucester Ch.ipll'r of M.A.D.D.,
gave an interesting talk on the work of
the group.

'33 CLASS REUNION
'80: Mikr l'rrry, No . 24,011 his way lo
bred:ing I,U00 point,
Mitchell L. Moorl", R'8), i1 working .u
Devt lopml"nt Officl"r in thC' Unive r1ity RI'·
1, ti on- div i,ion 11 UR. As a mem ber of
thl" proft>nion• l dl"vl"lopml"n t ~tiff, Mi tch
i• ,,..r..,in!-1 in• 1upporting cap.city with
Annu,1 Givin!-1, thl" Athll"tic Endowmen t
Fund, tht' City C • m p.-iign o f Cornl"rstones, ind tht' ,lumni progr,1m

Deaths
1930/John E. Nottingham Jr. (R) of Norfolk, Va .. dit·d l)eo•mbt>r 2-1, 1982. Mr.
Nottingham retirl'd in 1970 from the Depart~ent of Agricu lture after 32V, years'
1935/Dr. L. E. Rayhorn Jr. (RSB) of Petersburg, Va., died June 19, 1983
1936/George Ira Allen (/{) of Lauderda le
Lakes, Fla. , died June 24, 1983. He was
buried in Arlington Na tional Cemetery
1938/fhe Rev. George A. Harri s Jr. (R) of
Charlotte Court House, Va ., died April I.
1983
1957/Ronald J. Gonier (RSB) of South River, N.J .. died May 4, 1979

Marriages
Robert W. Anderson, R5B'80, of Rich mond , ma rri ed Cecil Conrad, W'S0, on
Janu,1ry 15, 1983. Bob is assistan t branch
manager of Borg-Warner Commerci.il Finance Corp. in Richmond. Cecil is the .issistant manager o f Casual Corne r in Regency Square, Richmond
Gretchen Hummel Bond, W'81, of Richmond, was ma rried to Steven Bond of
Richmond in 1981
James A. Jessee, RSB'80, married Kimberly Bowls, R5B'80, in July of 1980, and
they now live in Lindenwold. N. J. Jim is a
territory s ales represen tati ve w ith Minne sota :V1utual In surance. Jim and Kim have
a daughter, l.legan, ,1ged I
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The Cbss of 1933 celebrated its 50th Annivers.iry this yem. Here is an update on
th e activities o f the members of the Class
of 19.13
Willi,un Meredith Bates livt·s in Florent·e,
SC.
Edward L. Bennett (l'erlowski) lin•s in
Branford, Ct., and h as e~ t.ibli~hl'd the
largest tour bus company in the r'\1cw I faven, Connecticut area
Erasmus Derwin Booker lives in f.arnham, Va ., and en1oys church work and
cummunitv service.
l:dwin C. 'Bryce II lives in Richmond
Cary Wilson Burkholder lives in Rich mond, and enjoys gulf, travel and read mg
Robert Bailey Campbell is a domes tic en g ineer in Ri chmond
Frederick W. Chapman lives in Richmond, and is retired
Edwin S. Cohen lives in Ch,lTlo ttl•svilk,
where he is the Joseph M. J lartfic!J Professor of Law at the Un iversity of Virginia. He travels to \Nashington, D .C freqwmtly, where he pract ices law and is
Chairman of the Taxation Committee and
l)iret·tor of the Chamber of Commerce of
the United States.
Samuel C. Couch is a salesman with the
Royal Oil Co., and lives in Honaker, Va.
John R. Cowley lives in Baltimore, Md.,
and is;:, con tribut or to th e Balli111orr 51111
and The feffersonia11
George William Co:< Jr. is retired and living in Towson. Md. He is a Professor
Emeritus of Towson State University.
John Alexander Currie is p racticing law in
Richmo nd
Rothcnnel McLean Duke lives on the
Rappahannock River .ind is active in politics
Bolling H. Ellis lives in Richmond , where
he is enjoying volunteer work with his
church.
Claude Ew ell is retired and lives in Parksley, \la., in th e summer and in Florida in
the win ter.

Howard Parker Falls is president of Park
Accessory Supply, Inc. and treasurer of
th e Virginia Auto motive Wholesalers Associ.i tion. He lives in Richmond.
Ernst Watson Farley Jr. is retired and living in Richmond
Ju lian G. Frasier Jr. lives in Jacksonville.
Fla., where he retired after '10 vears with
the Goodyear Tire and Rub ber' Company.
Welty Cecil Good is retired and living in
Jarratt, Va.
Clarence Jones Gray lives in Richmond,
where he sti ll plays an active part in the
life of the Universi ty
Leon Grossman lives in Richmond
Victor Conley Halsey lives in Independence, \la., where he does so me church
work and works on his house and lawn.
Grandin K. Hammell lives in Diamond
Bar, Ca lif., where he is a writer
Pete r Tyler Harkess lives in Alexandria,
Va., where h e ma inta ins tht• house and
wrd.
Dav id S. Henkel lives in Greenwich,
Conn
James Everette Henry lives in Franklin,
Va., and is an active volunteer in the commumty
Richard Milton Hobson lives in Rich mond. where he is retired and .m ,Klive
volunteer.
Marbry Benjamin Hopkins Jr. lives in
l!ickory, N.C.
William J. Hudgins Jr. lin-s in Lynch burg, Va, and lTIJO Y~ golf ,,nJ tr,11d
Harold H. Hutcheso n li"e~ in r'\cw C,naan. Conn
Abe Meyer Jacobson li\'es in Ro,moke,
Va. and is ,l practicing physician there.
Morris Harrison Jone s lives in Richmond,
where he enjovs golf, hunting .md fishmg
Sik l'ang Lee lives in S.m francisco
Jo seph Hen ry Lucas is living in Rich mond. and having fun, fun, iun!
Euclid Bu xton Luning lives in l~ichmond,
and i, a self-employed Certified Public Account,mt
Cordon Ellis Marks li"e' in Tamp,1, Fb
Jo seph McConnaughey Jr. lives in Phn.::,nix, Ari/. , when' he is active in volunteer
counse ling
Thomas How erton Neathery lives in Falconer, N. Y.. where he is active in several
communitv organizations.
Rich ard Spurgeon Owens Jr. lives in Roa noke. and is a semi-retired physician
Charles Hayward Ph,iup Jr. lives in Montgomery, Ala .. and enjuys jogging, handball and swimming. He is a member of
thl' 6,(X)() Mile Club of the YYICA
Charles Rudol ph Ri ce liv es in Shmps. Va
A. Gene Robe rts lives in Sil ver Spring.
Md., .ind is a pho tographer, guit.iri~t and
computer programmer. a ll while supposedly retired
Joseph Rothenberg works wi th h is son
Stanley in their furniture store in Richmond
Herb ert C. Ruffin lives in Richmond,
where he en1oy5 gardening, fishing, sailing, and piddling.
Thomas Weston Sampson lives in Oa k•
ton, Va., where he farms.
Norma n Ellis Sartorius Jr. lives in Pocomoke City, Md., and is still practicing
medicine.
George Andrew Shetter is ~till in priva te

and both had bl'autiful church weddings
and reCl'ptiuns. Threl' weeb after the second wedding my family ,md I gaw a rl'·
ceplion in thei r honor hl'rl' in my hom\c'
which was almost a reunion o f both family and friends. There were morl' than 130
people present. Now I'm prouder than
ever of my eleven grandchildren, the
choices of the three for their life partners_,
and their parents; the eight other gra ndchildren are really fine young people loo,
and I'm most fortmrnlc
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practice in oph thalmology in Tucson,
Ariz
Francis l'ercival S mith 111 li\'e~ in M.1di son, Va., where he is retired
Wallace E. Stanley is ret ired and living in
Richmond
Henry Hartwell Strickland ~till work, fur
thl' U.S. Pust Office in M,utinwiUe. Va
5. Spottswood Taliaferro livl'S in Larl't.
Va., whl'fl' hl' is a dirl'Ctor of thl' llank of
George IL Tederick liv••~ in Cumbt'rland,
1,1d ., where he opera te~ ,1 t,w ~ervice
Henry \Iranian li\'es in \Ve~! Point, Va.,
where he is retired but busv c.irdullv observing Parkinson's Law.
F. Gresham Wall lives in Richmond, and
is still president of the Cfass of 1933. HL' i,
president of Gresham Wall Rl'alty. Inc
Henry J. \Vhakn, Jr. lives in Arlington,
Va., wherl' he is t'njoying his rd irl"ml'nt
George F. Whitley Jr. lin•¾ in Smit hfield,
Va .. and cnjov~ doing nothing
William A. Wright livPs in GnTnl'ille,
l\.C
Elbert Lee Wright lives in Richmond, and
has retired from the foreign Mission
Board
The Class of 1933 enjoved its 50th Reunion during Alumni \Yeekend activities
May 20 and 21, 1983.

Westhampton
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Hedgepath Hancock's death, and to her
f.1mily we extend svmp.ithy. Our sympathy also g()('s to Hilda Lawson Jecklin
whose husband died after a brief illness in
March. In february she visited her husband's nephew in New Mexico and her
skpdaughtt'r in St. Louis. Later she spent
fuur days with her family in \-Vhite Stone
In Junl' and July she visited fril'nds in
Florida ;md Ala~ka. Shl' is thankful for hl'r
h..:,ilth and l'nngy
Although Mary Bristow Thompson
IMs not been "up lo pJr" recently, she
still has a garden. She sends love to all
her clas~mate~
Claudia Patrick attended a luncheon
at the college during Alumnae Weekend
and she was amazed at the many changes
and the growth of tlw campus, but was
di~<lppointed not to sl'e more people she
knew. Shl' summed the thoughts which
so m,my of us have. by s;,ying ~he w,is
perfectly wdl for th(' ilgl' shl' h.id acquired! Her eyes arc not too good and she
no longer drives. This goes, too, for Juliette Woodson, Jeanette Herman and Thelma Hall Marsh, who adds that she loves
her abode which is Lakewood M.mor, the
lklptist retirement home.
Ruth Wallerstein Thalhimer st<lp
wdl ,md l'njoys hl'r home. hl'r family and
fril·nd~. She has four gTl'at grandchildrl'n
and spent;, month on thl' Gulf Coast
Rachel Newton Dickson and Edith
Newlon Eakes, both well, spent the summer al the cottage in Ridge Crest, N.C
Leslie Sessoms Hooker is busy and
still drives, even at night! She, her daughter Constance, and Hannah Cokl'r went lo
Sl•attle, Wash. and the Canadian Rockil's
Celia Levinson Meyer is 1wll. She
sp,:nt soml' time in Florida hl'lping ht'r
sistl'r whose husb,md had a strokl'. Hn
husb,md is also well
Eva Timbl'rlake West ,md hl'r d,1ughtt•r~
had a wnndl'rful wl'ek together at l'he
Breaks in suuthwl'st Virginia. She will
spend as much timl' as possible at her cott,ige on the rivn
I ha\'e been in J "hirl recentlv with
two familv weddings just three wel'ks
apart: my daughter Irene and her lrnsband's daug h ters. Irene and Margaret
Anne. Thev livl' in Buckingham County

Margaret Fugarc Carlton
1503 Wilmington A<>elllll'
R1d1mond, Va. 23227
Elizabeth Lake Patte rson's husband died
in February. We extend sincere sympathy
tu Ibbie and to the chi ldren- therl' are
three daughters, one son. twl'lve grand children and four great grandchi ld ren.
Anna Hardaway White is feeling
much bl't!er now. Her granddaughter
I lailey Uarbt_,l, has finished her third ye,n
in phMm;lCY at the Uniwrsity of South
CarolinJ, Ch,irleston. Dl'burah lfarbl'c will
ente r Stak University in Rakigh nl·xt foll
where she wil l major in math
List October I Jttcndl'd an Alumn~c
Fund meeting and luncheon at the collegl'. Agnes Jones is our Alumnae Fund
chairman, but al tha t time s he ha d not
fully recovered fro m her broke n hip so I
~ubstituted for her. It was a new experience for me and I really enjoyed it. I had
sever;,! kttl'rs in respons\c' to th(' Alumndl'
Fund letter and onl' lung distance tckphone ca ll. The call was from Es telle Billups Pettit, who hJs sold her home in
Florida and now lives in Mathews, Va
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Estelle has a brothl'r and seve ral nieces
and nephews in Virginiaamllikt.>sbt>ing
ncarthcm,cvcnt h oughshemissesFlori·

Marie Newbill Arthur of Oneco, Fla.
died recently

d,
Mary Anna Powell is wd l, still drivl's
her car an d J hope she will drive it to
Richmond next spring for the Boatwright
Socie ty dinner and for the celebration of
our 60th reunion. That goes for all of you'
Virginia Gregory s.:iys there is not
much news in her small town of Clo,cr,
Vn . Ewn so she writes often- long, inter-

esting letters.
In ez Dejarnette Hile sold her home
on Forest Avenue and is now living a t
5 100 Mon ument Avenue. Inez and I were
the only •Ill's fro m our class a t the Boatwrig ht SociNy d inner in May. We will
havc todoN'ttert hanthat inMay'84.
In April, Louise Wilkinson Morton
had a visit wi th hl'r daugh ter, Jeanne, in
New York. Jn May, Louise went lo Housto n, Tcx. for the high school graduation of
Suzannc Morton, her granddaughter, who
is a merit scholM and g radu,ikd magna
cum laudc . Shc will attend thl' Uniwrsity
of Virginia
I a m sorry to report the death of Hat·
tie Jo ncs, sistcr of Agne s Jon es, on Junl'
28. We extcnd sinccrc sympa thy to Ag·
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Cay Nelson
1571 Hnx1kilmd P11rhm11
Richmond, Va. 23227 ·
Reun ion 1983 was a great suCCl'~S- Lo ui se
Ma ssey Cris p and Nora Turner dcsc rn:,
muchpraisc. Noraarrangedfo rt hedinne r on Saturday night at the Country
Club of Virginia, afte r which we followed
Mildred \\'illiams home and h.1d a 'T,1lkfest." All of ou r And ersons-Mildred ,
Frances,andHazel-wcrct hcrcasusual.
Susiel'owell cameall thewayfrom
Arizona escortcd by hcr handsome son
So me o f us st.1yed in the d ormitory:
w ith me in North Court were Elhel Pond
Brinkley, Gray Robinson French , Louise
Eubank Gray, Margare t Rudd, Louise
Massey, Susie Powell and May T. Evans
oft he dassof'21.
Lois Frayser, M .D. was there, Tl'lired
but busy with many th ings such as col·
leding information on wild flowers.
Mary Jenkins Warinner a nd Virginia
Pleasants Robertson , who live in the Rich·
mond area, were also presl'nt
Louise Eubank Gra y and Margaret
Rudd toured the British !sics in Ju ly
Ted Harris Jones is recovering well
from a serious illness. She is adding a
wing to her ten- room home, is acti\'e in
the Gooch land t tistorica l Society and cdi ts
its paper
Nora Turpin and T. Preston Turner
celebrated their Golden Wedding ann iversa ry on June 1 at Willow Oaks Country
Club
There was sad news: Beverly N eale
Brown is ill at Lakewood Manor; Pau line
Scott Cooke dicd in December: Ashby had
precedcd her by a few months. Elizabeth
Sherman's husband, Edward Cak, died in
April. Sar.1h Cudd's h usband , Lee Gas·
kins, died in May.
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han d and w ill send out the "ord
Janet Smith, d,1ughtcr of Ch,Hlil' ,md
Virginia McIntos h l'u ckett,isnowhead
of programming services for the Un i1·ersity of Texas Health Sciencc Center at Dal-

las
Helen Hukher tr,weled to Denm.uk
following a Caribbe,m cru ise with Virginia
Puckett and friends.

Franc(.~ Willi;; O,wtmi

1602 Bdk1•11eA1~'n11e
Riclmwm/, Va. 23227
We had a good rcpresentation .lt the
Boatwright dinner. Attending were Priscilla Kirkpatrick Millea, Virg inia
Saunders Thomas, Alice Richard son Connell, Virginia Prince Shinnick ,md Bill.
Margaret Oliver Saunders, Dorothy Epperly Goodman, Thelma Bryant Hutton,
Es telle Crenshaw Leadbetter and New·
man, and Ed and I. Pat and Virginia
stayed in the dormitory and had <1 good
visit
Kath erin e T yle r Elle tt en JOYl'd ,1 trip
to Grel'Ce wi th hn ~i~kr Shl' atkndl'd
the Roanoke 1-Vesthampton luncheon . She
and Arthur had seen Ruth Cox Jone s and
hcr husband and daughter in B,1ltimore at
a Lee Society mceling
Helen Strickland wrote from M,11,wsia whcrc, aftcr a long \" isi t, she was helping Elizabeth Hale with preparations for
returning to this country. They c.1me b.1ck
togdher and Elizabl'lh is now settkd at
the Baptist Home in Culpeper, \la
Pat told me that our freshman class
president, Lois McIntosh, died about two
years ago in Californi,1.
Gra ce Watkins Lampson pbnnl'd lo
attend her high ";Chool reunion in Gl'orgi,1
andla tcrta keatriptol.lermuda
Emil y Sc hi el inger Carlso n wa~ to
have had her second catar,ict opcr,,tion in
latel\layand hoped hn locomotion
wou ld be impro\·ed
Salli e Belote Copes wrote of her hu~band's serious illnes~ ~ometiml' back. l le
had a stroke and had to ha"e by-pa~~
brain surgery. tic was impro\·ing, but
slowly.
Pat Kirkpatrick Millea had a family
get -together in June in the Berkshire~ with
herthreebrothersandtheirfamilies. P,1t
is still working three days a week in a florist shop
Our oldest son and his family re·
turned in August from Saudi Arabia,
where he worked for more than two
years. They rented ,1 car and s.1w Europe
on lhl' way back and visited thl' young
man from Finland who lived with thl'm in
Ki ngGl'orge, \la., fora year as an ex·
change student.
Ed and J visited Margare t Willis in
Culpep<..•ron hl•rbirthday in Junl'
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Margaret?. Swclnam
Box/70

Gwy1111, Va. 23066
Everyone must be saving news for ou r
50th reunion ne:>. t spring. At th is writing,
exact dates and plans a re not k nown, but
Gra ce Wells, president, will have them in
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'!40.JW. rra11kli11S1
Ric/wumd, Vri. 23221
Marrori~ l'ugh fol•/,

4903 Mmwme,11 A i~'
Richmund, V,1. 23.?3U

You will be s.1ddened to lc.irn of the sodden death of P,ml, hu~b,md of Virgi nia
Kirk Lenno x, in Junc. Jinnv and Paul
Wl're preparing to visit M.ugarel Bowers
Gill and Wilfred, to join in theircelebra tionofWilfred's75thbirlhdav. Our love
andsympalhygoc•souttojinnv
Congr,1tu!ations to Ja ne Owens l'a ge,
M.D. Boo, a, Wl' know her, was ~dl'Cted
as ,1 recipient of the 1982 Alumni Award
for Distingui~hl·d Sl.·n·itl'. Thl' aw<Hd i~
sponsored by the National A lumni Coun·
ci! and i~ tlw highl•q fl'COgnilion gi\'ell by
the Alumni A~soci,1tions. bt,1bli,hed in
1976, lhi~ aw.ud h,1~ been receivcd ~ince
then bv 37 ,ilumni, 8 being women. The
1982 recipients were honored in M,w of
thisve.1rwith,1dinnerin the new dining
hall and a reception at the Deanerv. Boo
and Sidnevcontinue to travel in connection w ith their great interest, Childrl'n,

'"'

A delightfu l Jetll'r was rn:ei\'ed from
Mary Ell e n Ste phenson, whoretiredin
198Iafter33vearsatl\larvWashington
College and -15 y<-'ars of ll'aching in Virgin·
ia. l\faryEllen\'oluntet'rl'd toi;owhl'ren·r
Wc~lillllll/'fOII Col ·

ne('deJ unJer th,: ,iu~pices of The Methodist Church, ;inJ was sent to the lnstiluto l'an,,meric.mo in Panam,1 in August
1981. ·1 h ere ~ht· tead1es Eng lish conversation to the non-English teachers and 250
high school students . The school was
founded bv the Methodist Church in 1906,
during the' construction of the Canal, to
train young Panamanians in Englbh ,mJ
business or secre ta rial work. Then· ,, re
3,500 students from kindergarten through
high school, and ano ther thousand in the
nigh t school for the laboring classes. Marv
Ellen was sent to stay only one year but
has agreed to complete the 1983 session
and plans to come h ome to st,1y at Christmas 1983.
Lou White VVinfree and VVeslwooJ
en1uyed a trip to Cali, Colombia. Luu and
W...s were among -10 Friendship ForCl• am·
bassadors who traveled to that "paradise
of eternal spring,'" as they described it
Judith Hodges Schulte and l larold
made a two-wec>k tour of the L:SSR sponsored by the Universi ty of Richmond
Helen Falls eniC'rlained for a group of
our classmates in her apartment ,11 Lake wood M,mor. A wonderful surprise await ed us in the person of Eleanor Whitehead
Straffin who has returned to Richmond
after an ,1bsence of -10 vears. She ,md her
mother live in the s,1me home on Oak
Lane ,,hl'r,' Eleanor !i"ed while in collq;t'
Shl' was with our class two \'ears bdor,,
trilnstl'rring to Radcliffe. Ele,mor. a widow, has two sons, two daughters and five
gwndsons
Sue Bonnett Chermside ,lnd l krbert
hJve finally sl'ttkd n(•ar I.,·>.ington, Va. after living in Ns·w York St,1te for many
years. J lerbcrt is four milt•s from the IV &
L law librarv, where he continues his
writing under contract with Lawver's Cooperative Publish ing Comp.11w from
which he retired afte r 25 vears
Ruth Parker Jones k~eps buw with
\'oluntee r work .md is membership chairman of the Franklin-Southampton Count~
ConCl'rt Assuci,1tion
Ali ce Pugh Bart,: and Paul rdurn,'d
in :Vl.iy from a tour of Ital:Daphne, daughtn of Dot Harrison
Enslow, made ,l visit to Virginia ,md
Maryfand from her home in \V,1shington
State this spring. Daphne's husband, Larry IJelL accompanied her. They came to
savor her childhood and fami ly background on wh ich Daphne is current ly
conc,,ntr,1ting her poetry writing
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Pcg1;_11 Lod,,inNI No//i11g
7833 /1i/mkc Rmd
R1ch11wnd, Va. 23235
On the weekend of lvlay 20-21, we h,ld
our 45th reu nion! Although th e turnout
for all events was disappointing, we tried
to make up in quality what we lacked in
quantity. Four members of our cla~s attended all three functions-Millil' Harrell
C linkscales, Hennie Harrell Smith, Betty
Wright Crisp with husband Georgl', and
Florl'nce Fowlkes Garrett with he r daughter. Also Mildred Harvey Clark, Martha

Byers Beall and Helen Gray went to the
Friday night gct-logdht'r in the lllu,·
Room
The Sa turdav lu ncheon was attended
by Mildred Gafford Davis, Hilda Kirby,
Olive Messer Lewis, Anne Walker and
Li,: Darracott Whel'ler in addition lo the
four mentioned previously. Accord ing to
Hennie it was a lovely lunc heon, good
program, wl'll-attended, and an excl'lknt
opportunity to ~t'e and visit with alumn.ie
from o th t'r clas~t's. Noll's were rl'Ctcin-d
from Frances Flick and Tina McCallum
Richard s on.
Our thanks go to Emily l'arker Kendig for planning the lovely dinner party
on Saturday evening at the Country Club.
There were 16 class members present and
Emily, Liz. Betty and l brought our husbands along. Those of us who missed the
luncheon were sorry not to see Olive,
who had tu ll'ave earlier in the afternoon
l::vnyonl' ebt' mentioned bdorl' was
thl're. as ,,Tll as Ju Mallory Cosby, Adele
Donati Bagley, Mildred Ll'wi s Ma ssengill
and Peggy Lockwood Noltin g. Al l agrcPd
that this was the tim(' to start th inking
about our SOth and make e\·ery effort to
h.we more class member~ participate
Adele has four chi ldren-two sons,
one a doctor and the other a lawver-and
two daughters, one of whom is also a
lawver and the other a teacher. Gene
A uStin Hall is moving back lo Virginia
and will be living in Wavnesboro
Although Martha Ellis Ross was un .ible lo make our -15th, she sent us soml'
intere,ting nl'WS. You may remt'mb<..·r thJt
lll'r daughter. ll.irbar,1, w;ls our "baby
cup'" winnt'r and gr<ldU<lkd from West·
hamptun in 1961. Barbara', J;iughtl'r, KJlly !:Iii, Cobb, ha, b<..·tcn JCn•pkd for ,1dm ission to \\'esth,1mpton in Scptcmbl'r
'83. We're looking for"Jrd to having a
third generation \Nesth.imptnn freshman!
Our sympathy goes to Martha Byers
Beall whose mother died in January and
to Minna Ray Williams Torrance who lost
her mother in March. Also, sympathy is
exll'nded tu thl' family of Hilda E. Kirby,
who died in Charlottesville Julv 2-1, 1983
She will be missed by her cla,;nM ll's
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/ane /Jm~'l1/JOrl Reid
2219 St11art A1•e
Ric/mmw/, Va. 23220
MawirS111il/1/11rsen;;
1828 Bloomfield Rd
Rrc/mwnd, Va. 2.1225
The Alumn,1e doings on the weekend of
May 20-21 were attended by several of ou r
class. After a sociable "isit at the Deanerv,
Lucy Baird, Charlotte Ann Dickinson
Moore, Margaret Brinson Reed and
Maude Smith Jurgens got to ge th t'r for tht·
luncheon at th e new dining hall. A rep rs'·
sentative of a branch or activity of the
University was ~eated at each table wh id,
madl' for interl•sting conversation during
lunch . Wl• then attl'nde d the class given
by Or. Robert DuCharme about compu te r
foets, of which we knew relatively li tt le.
Saturd.iy's lun cheon \\'as attended bv

'iOme of our class also. Lucv Baird, Millie
Gustafson Donohue and charlottl' Ann
Moore Jtkndt·d the tea Saturdav after noon. Lucy tdls mt' that she als~ visited
the computer centl'r and the library,
where there is downst.iirs a fine collection
oi shells, rocks and g~·ms. Jane Reid was
hostess to Lucy Baird ;ind Charlotte Ann
Moore for Sunday morn ing breakfa~t
Charlotte Ann was Lucy's house gu<'~I for
the weekend.
Lucy recently attended an Elderhostd
at VCL: where she was informed on Richmond hi,tury by Dr. Bob \Vinthrop. Her
other classes were about th\> Civil War
and the rww p landilrium in Richmond.
Emma Lou Parsons Mallory and
Frank, with J daughtn ,md ht'r family.
ha\'I' spent a week in August of the p,1st
thrt'e summers on the Outer Banks and
repl'<lted the experience this year
Fred and I have been privileged to go
on a number of the Richmond-on-tlwJames walking tours which are gi1·en on
Sunday afternoons, and have been adding
to our knowledg~· of the a rchitecture and
history of Richmond. We also visi te d the
Peaks of Otter
I'm sure the cla~~ joins with me in ex tending our svmpathy to Connie Atkinson Holloway, whose husband died April
1, 1983. We also offer our sympathy to Alice McElroy Smith, whose father, Rev. I
Stuart McElroy, Jr., died January 28, 1983
Several oi us saw Alice and Emerson at
this time as well as her sister, Jessie McElroy Junkin and her husband Bill. We offer
our ds'('P sympathy to Dell Williams
Smith whosl' mother, Mrs. 1'.linna Ray
\NilliJms, died March 3, 1983.
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Sympathy is extended to Ka y Ha nley
We ry whose husband, Clay, died in February 1983, and to Betty M uller T is ne
whose husband, Ja cques, died in July
1982. Betty is selling real t>state part timl'
Doris H edgepe th N eal is spending time
with her six grandsons . G e ne S hep,u d
Keeuan b wo rking part timt.> in the Licutcnant-Govemur's uffice. l haVl' JUS t rc-

turned from my annual trip tu M D. Anderson Clinic, l lo uston, Te xas. The news
is still good, than k goodness!
Plan now to attend our 40th Class Reunion in spring of 1984 . We w ill have the
Friday nigh t dinner a t the Deanery so that
we may enjoy the many changes and new
facilities . Weare also eager for other suw
gestions
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Corneli• Rtid lfow/ett
1!1!31 T11d:m11•11LJl11e
I'nlon1•c,Md.20,,.5.f

Jim •nd P.1t H1ab•nd1 8uton'1 1011, Jim,
i1 thr Ad m ini1tr•lor of thr How.ird Coun·
ty Community Ho1pit.11 l in St. PAul, NrbrHk•
Mnjo ri• W• bb R.o,n, a tt'ACher ,_,
l-krmit;igl' H iih School, wa~ nlml'd 1'183
high ,chool jourrnili ~m k•cht>r of thl' yen
by Richmond :-.lrw~p•pl'TI, Inc. :Vl;,rjoric
te•chc1 four ninth i,;radt' d1w~l'~ ind the
juurn1li,n1 cl,iw~ th;it produn·11 the ~choo l
ncw1p•per, the l'•11t/1ia11,'II,•
Marion Lawton Kinuypl.iyl'dthe
part of "the other wom•n" in • one-•ct
meloclr•m• •t .i M•rch meeting of thr
Gintrr Park Wnrn•n', Club in Richmond.
Our 1ymp,1thy is exprn~rd to Amy
H ickrraon D,dton \¥ho1r mothrr dit'd in
Ft>bruary.
B. J. •nd I rnjoyrd • tour of JordAn
•nd brArl in Apri l. In Junr 1983, our
younirr 10n, Ru~rt, WH murird to KM·
I• l'\orthw,1y. Hob ,md Kula lrt' recent
gr1du• te1 of :--.Jorth C.1rolin,1 St~t,~ Univer1ity
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f•ch,·fl'lcrS!u:rJ;;
J506Nol(t'!'-Avc1111,·,S.E
C/111r/rston, WV25304

Our35thlkunionwu1anun11u•lifirdsucco1w. Tht> ynr~ f.,JJ a w1y much morr
quick ly th,m thl·yh ad •ccumul.ited•nd
we •11 hid ;1 wondt·rful time. 32 prrcrnt of
our dH~ 1ttended, coming from right
states. Among tho~e tr.ivrling fn to join
u1 wrrr Ann Clark Littlr, who flrw IJXl
miln from Whr• ton, 111., for hrr fir1t rrunion; Margarrl S•binr 8ri:i:rnd in• And
J.ick from nrar lhr C.-n•dian bordu in
Nrw Yo rk, •nd farthl•wt of 111-Boo Kol tuki~n Cowl H ;ind hn hu~b1nd, 1,200
mill'1 from Tu lw,, Okla . Thl' pl1nnrd .-ctivitiCI wen· l':<Ccllcn t, •lforJ in~ oppo rtu·
ni tie, to rekin dle fri,,nd~hipt •nd h1w fun
w hil e ~t'l!ing m•ny of thr 1d d ition1 to the
ca m pus . Al10, fo r tho1r of u1 who ~t~ycd
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in the dorm, our memories were really
jogged. The two most-often-heard questions: "I low do you get to the Tower
Room fro m North Court?" and "Where is
Rat Hole?"
Friday night's gathering must have
bt.>en planned as a survival test. Did anyont' recall Miss Lutz's room as being that
far up? Heaven knows how Do ris Moore
Ennis nego tiated all those steps w ith a
broken kg (t he rt>sult ofa fall at hl'r of·
fice), but sht' managed. She's abo managed anotht>r coup, having decided to retire. ·1 here was a good-sized group that
night, includ ing a number of spouses
And thanks to Betty H e ngeve ld Bra ds haw, who gave us the opportunity lo
know her son. We also had a bride in our
midst-A llen Ru cker Hall and Llo1·d .
Those who were not physically present
wt>re certainly not forgotten. \Ne port>d
overdass scrapbooks and letters to c;itch
upon your news. J believe Sarah Bre nne r
Rubin had by far the most in!t'resting rea·
son for nut joining us- she was ,1w;1y on
a trip to Spain, no les~!
rhP l)e;merv renov,, tion h"~ lx·,·n
bcautiiully ,1rcompli~hed, and our dinncr
outside in ther,·stor,·dgardcn was lo,Ply
lleartfcltthanksarl'tCrtainlydupthosf' in
Richmond "ho worked so long and h,1rd
for the reunion. Its success wa~ due in
largeme,1suret0 Jea n Brumsey Biscoe,
M ont y Elliott O w n by, Betty H ic ke rson
Butterworth, Mary Ja ne S pi vey S ne,1d,
Peggy S to ne Cu nn ingha m, Mary Cross
M arshall and others. Appreciation, too, lo
Jane Thorpe for coordinating it .ill on campus. Sa ra h Bisho p Wilbou rne and otht>rs
of thl' Richmond contingl'nt joined us Sat·
urd;1y ewning to add to thl' il'stivities.
tlish ;,bo brightened a Saturday morning
for me Tl'Ccntly by calling. Shl' h;1d h,id"
phone visit with Albe rta (R ed) Croc ke tt
Lewis who lives in Pirwvillc, \\'_ VJ. Rf'd
has a d Jughter who i~ a nurse at MCV, so
shevisi ts!{ichmondratherirequently
Russell Ell io tt Wiley is returning to Richmon d, having sold her home in Lvnch burg
I'm writing these lines tovou largely
because I was ,1t Westhampton, sufft>ring
from nosta lg ia, at the time I was asked
(and bt'Cduse nu one dse w,1s dying to do
it') Df'spite the omi~sion of my ;,Jdrt·~s
from th(' last cla~s li~t, you will not('
above that I do haw one . Won't vou use
it, please-to help u~ keep in touch
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WildaW/11/numOaklc'y
26f!7White0,ik1Jrii't'
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The Cb% of '50 extends its sympathy to
Vivian Betts Lewis on the loss o/her
mother in June
Eliza beth G ivens Pierce and Bucky
spent several months in Florida this w inter esc,1ping the cold weather. Ba rbara
White Balde rson and her d;rnghtt'r Lynn
were downforseveraldaystovisit with
tht>m.
Joyce Gus tafson Cra wford and Doug
now have their first grandch ild. Doug "a~

'49: T.C. Willi•ms Sclwol of Law studrnt,:clor:kli•i~c from tup left. IV. I'
l--l•11'llm, f \¥. H1miy, V I\ Ifill am/
R. B. H•rri,

hospitalitl'd in September for surgen· to
removl';ikidney It hasbt_'l'n,1 longcon·
,·ale~cence ,ind he is finl' no"
Maggie Alexander Anderson brnkt>
lwr arm but is recon·ring nir .. ly
Ja nice Brandenburg Halloran'~ voungest Jaughkr, Amv, ha~ ,·nt,·r"J \I !' I
Iler ,ernnd daughter, Susie, has a fellowship to /1.kCand and is working on her
Ph.D. in gl'netics. Thl' oldest. Stew,ut,
graduated from \I.CU. in biology
Our ,vmpathy to Lorraine Chapman
who lost hl'rbrotherin an automobileaccident;rnd Just fuurw,Tks l,1krlost lwr
fothl'T
Lee Reeves Ch ildress 1,,1~ chairn1,rn
for the Rid1mnnd Club of tlw Wl•~thampton Alumnat' A~srKialinn's "Arb Around
the L.1ke" thi~ vcar, a11d Do ris Balderson
Burbank helped bl' being in chargl' ot the
Purchase Prize Patrons. Lt>e's son, L1rl 1!1
remained in Nev,· York and ha~ hi~ own
con~truction company, doing m,1inly fl'llO·
\'atiunsofartgallerit>sand studios. Ln·is
exl'CUtivc dirl'ctor fur /1.kals on Wlwd~
Ba rbara Wh ite Balderso n t,,h·s one dav of
leave,·,ich month to p,,rtiripak in the program
H elen Lam pa thak is Koysta l a11d Dick
spent two "Peks in l·urope touring ltalv
and Greece
Pat Tonkin oftheClassof'56 stoppl'<l
by rlorida on her w,w to Virgini,1 and Wl'
had a ball
Bud and I were in Richmond for ,1
quick trip, and had dinner one night with
B,u b a ra Wh ite Balderso n and Ll'Ster, and
then the ne~t night with Doris Balderson
Burba nk and l.lannv
All ufyou outthert>that I han•n ' t
hl'ardfrum, J'LEAt.Esendvourn(•wsso
we will know ,1bou t thccnlircCIJssnf'50!
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Nola Texley Breckenridge
5110 Pumphrey Drive
Fairfax, Va . 22032
I had a nice letter fro m Isabel Sanford
Rankin, who set me straight on ou r class
presid ent. I apologize for incorrectly reporting tha t Isabel was our newly elected
president after our 30th reunion. !t is
Diane Evans Glenn who was nominated
by Isabel. Sorry! Isabel reported that her
daugh ter, Sarah, is a freshman a t Trinity
Epis.copal ! ligh School and stars on their
varsi ty basketball tea m. Her married
d;iughkr lives in Harrison, N.Y., and
works in New York City as a CPA Sup<'r·

Ar111eS/11arl Hartz Garnett
3848 Brook Road
R1dmwnd, Va. 23227
The class of '56 is saddened by the death
on Ju ne 18 of Dr. Spencer D . Al bright, Jr.,
professor emeritus of political scit·nce at
the University. We express our sympa thy
to Mrs. Albright and their son and daugh-

vi sor for Coopers and Lybr;md Ann's
husband, Kent, is Professor of Ur ban Af-

fairs a t the State Unive rsity of t\'cw York
in Purchase. Diane Evans Glenn' s son,
Mich.1el, is a sophomore at Collegiate and
stars on their varsity basketball team.
I received a note from Lou Tull
Ma s hburn sending me Janet Storm ren gelley's address in Australia. She enjoyed
the 30th reunion but wished it could have
been a bit longer- maybe the next one!
Maril y n M cMurra y Rishell had a fantastic trip to Europe in celebration of th('ir
30th wedding annivt'rsary.
Di z Stuart-Alexander had a wonder·
ful vacation in l\'ew England.
Our fomily had a lovel y reunion in
June. My parl•nts came cas t from Sacramento, Calif., to JOin us in celebration of
our mutual wedding anniversary date. To
make it even more spe<:ial, our daughter
Betsy gave a surprise party for us and indudl'd all the relatives and dose friends.
This column cannot be written with out your news, so please makl' a note
now to include me when you are writing
your Christmas cards . January 7th is nex t
deadline

le<

Marsden Williams Morse wri tes of a
display of he r paintings by the Princeton
University League September-October,
1982
A trip to Australia and the South Pacific was made possible for Edna Wagstaff
Warncke by a special leave fro m Ball St,itc
Unive rsity in the foll '82 quarter.
Ellice Simmonds Wells traveled from
Gai n-stun . Texas. to Richmond in Augus t.
1982, for her ;md my 30th high school reumon
Edith Borjes Greer's Cindy and David are both at Mary Wa~hington College.
Ed ith continues lo enioy her work with
seven- and eight-year-old special education students
The Makolms (Ann Carol Yeaman
and fami ly) of Sunbury, Pa., moved in
December into their enlarged and redone
old stone house. Ann Carol journeyed to
The I lomestead to install state officers and
lea d a workshop on '"Stress" for Virginia
hospital au xilaries while prt'sident of the
Pennsylvania group. Ann Carol" s youngest, Becky, is attending Mt. Holyoke in
Massachusetts, as Westhampton docs not
offer ballet. John is studying art and philosophy at Williams College
Ed and I had a trip to I lawaii in Ju ly.
Daughtt'r Anne moved to Irvine, Calif. in
January and w(' stopped to visi t with her
bcforl' rl'turning home in August.
Thanks for Christmas cards fro m Helen Melton Lukhard, Mary Moore Mullin
Mowery, Charlotte Hart Simpson, and
Margie Kantner Snader. Next timt', ple,isc
include a note of your "'doings.'" Wha t

hap pened to the rest of you, w ho promised a t our 25th reunion to write to me?
Re member, the class of '56 wa nts to hear
from you! Send news to Shirley Evans
Hart or to me
Jane Bowl es Hurt, a Roanoke social
worker, has received an Ou tstanding Citi zenship Award from the Virginia Council
on Social We lfare. She is directo r of homemake r services an d O utreach to Older
Pt•ople a t Fa m ily Services o f Roanoke Valley. She started a community support
group for fa m ilies of patients wit h Al1,heimer"s Disease.
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Emily Damerei King
8908 N.carden Road
Ric/1mo11d, Va . 23229
Whoever said the Class of '58 likt'd chicken salad? Chicken salad seemed to be the
theme for our 25th reunion wet'kend.
starting with some that Nancy Jane Cyrus
Baines finished up before sht' left her
home in Hampton, and some that Beck y
Branch Faulconer ate during her trip cast
from Lexington, Ky. Friday evening it appeared as the main course for dinner at
the Mod lins' bright and ~unny home, still
on their hill above the Uus Stop. Saturday,
it was part of the A lumnae Lu ncheon
menu served in the Commons Build ing
which has lwen built ast ride the dam of
University Lake. By Saturday evening,
we'd gotten suspicious, an d found it once
again-in tiny pastry cups in Windsor's
handsome dining room . For certain, we
are not likely to be a ble to st~· ch icken salad for a while without thinking "25th Reunion!'"
Among tht' approximately 40 of us
who attendl'd one or more of our reunion
activ ities, it wa~ vl'ry reass ur ing to see
that g ray hai r can be beau ti fu l. Ot her than
Reb Steckman S hifflctt's ca ne and Peggy
Warc· s tempora ry neck brace- bo th ac-
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Nancy Baim1gard11n Wcrna
1601 /.Jmd,:rda/e N.oad
Richmond. Va. 23233
Cla ire Milhisc r Ro senbaum ft'cei ved her
Doctor of Educat ion degrt•e at Willia m &
Mary this spring. She works as a consulta nt for the State Depa rtmen t of Education. The Rosenb.:,ums recently built and
moved in to a home in Goochland
Nan cy G raham Harrell , Wa lter and
family traveled in Italy, England, France.
Switzerland and Germany this summer
In May, Bruce gradua ted from Virginia
Commonwealth University and Patty
graduated from Duke University. Patty
plans to work for Hewlett-Packard in California
George and I went to Scandinavia this
summer. Our to ur inclu ded Denm.irk,
Norway. Sweden and Finland
Rc mt'mbe r our 30th Re un ion is in
1984! Da tes and detai ls la ter

'54: Tlrr H1trlrq11i11 Club. Left to rixht , front rou): C. COllle,, L. flippw, R. Owen
C/,rk, f. Mu rpliy, £. T11r/inxto 11 . Srcon rl row : / . M•ti,co, N. U _
y, A . Kfr:zia,
F. Sm ith G. H•lcy, H. Kiunrt t, H. Dr11k Third row: W. A lpa11gh, A . Cos/11/di,
G. Mrch11,, G. W,tson, A. D4ro11, S. Lall!/!, B. frter, B. Wi ngflrld
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CLASSNOTES CONT.
qui1td courtesy of automobile accidentswe appear, at lcilst, to have weathered
these 25 years rather well.

Ou r interests are d iverse, and go
from the "high" of Jane Davies Wheless
in Powhatan, Va., taking flying lt.'SSons to
keep up with her husband, to the "low"
of Carol Brie Griffiths in Stockton, Calif.,
whose interest in scuba diving is shared
w ith her two teenagers, and even to the
paper route Beth Smith Steele and her
husband handle now that their "younger
ge neration" has outgrown it
Some of us have not been heard from
in a good w hile. We'd all enjoy an update
from this "silent majority". One fine letter
shared during the reunion came from Barbara Bloodgood Mishell, in Berkeley, Calif. It accompanied a copy of a chemistry
tex tbook she has recently edited. Fortunately, Eugenia Borum-who just after
Christmas enjoyc-d a floa ting tour along
the Nile River, despite having had her
luggage m isplaced before she ever left the
U.S. - was able to interpret some of Bar•
bara's book to those of us outside the scientific realm
Did you know that Jane Stockman
Thorpe uses a large table from thc Tea
Room of Keller Hall for her desk as Alumnae Secretary in the Deanery? Fill it up
with news to start us toward our-whatre union? 30th?

from Alice Hall Lingerfelt who tells of
"dramatic" changes in he r life: "
from
being an only child working a t the Federal
Reserve Board of Governors in Wash ington, O.C. for 13 years to becoming w ife,
mother of four, grandmother of two, onthe-scene only child to Daddy and Assist•
ant Vice President of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Richmond ." She has "Oscar," the
class mascot, safely tucked away! Bett is
teac hing biology in Culpeper. Eddie, their
older son, finished hi s first year at Virginia Tech and worked with the New Virginians there. John and Ricky are both involved in Scouting.
Jud y Acree Hansen is teaching full
time next year in French and a La tinFrench e xploratory cou rse. Dick is s till
teaching at Mary Was hington College in
the English Depart ment.
Libb y Wampler Jarrett recei'"ed the
Best Supporting Actress Award for the
1982·83 theatre season for her performance as Agncs Gooch in the Lynchburg
Fine Arts Cen ter production of "Mame"
Harry, Jr. will be a sophomore at Virginia
Tech. majoring in theater; Lori will be a
senior in high school. and Amy is in
eigh th grade. Harry continues to bring
lots of new babies into the world.

'68
Sus.ml.eel-lams
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2525 /fratli Place
Re,trm, Va . 2209!

Elizabt'llr Wampla Jarrt'fl

4716Jolm5cot/Dri11l'
Ly11c/1b11rg, Va. 24503
Jane Crouch Rieder was named Forl'ign
Language To'acher of the Year, 1981-82 for
the Stakof Virginia.
Lee Strawhand Youn g, her husband
Ray and their 16-year-old sons have been
in Rome, Ga. fo r 10 years. Ray has a practice in cardiology. Lee stays involved with
the boys' activities. church and o ther interests. They sec Mary Bishop Douglas
Sommers and Bill and their daughters in
Atlanta occasionally, as well as Lucy Hardy Johnson and Dan and their son and
daug hter.
Barbara Davies Brewer has shown
he r Fol k Art Painting in an art show in
their area, and traveled with their 12-yearold's soccer team to Toronto, Canada.
Patsy Chewning Young is teaching
seven th grade English and history at St.
Catherine's School in Richmond. Pam
Koch Fay is a colle ge counsl.' lor thl.'rl.'
Jane Shapard Confroy's son. Billy.
completed his fresh man year at the Un iversity of Richmond, and her daughter,
Sally, will attend Westhampton in the fall
Wirt is in the tenth grade while Tim is in
fifth. Bill and J. C. stay busy in comm unity affairs. Bill in particular in industrial d evelopmen t
Julie Perkinson Crews and family
and Robin Crame Perks and familv varntion('d tog('therat Nags I lead fora "sidespli tting" and relaxing time. Julie stays involved in community activities and those
of their sons, ages 14 and 12
Belt Burress Brooks received a letter
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dren, Jimmy, 13, and Shannon, 9, Jiv e in
Chesterfield Coun ty . Jimmy is at Falling
Creek Midd le School and Shannon at Fallin g C reek Elemen tary. Mabel works part
time as an actuarial associate for Continen tal Finance . Jim is a division manage r
for the SEC Computer Company
Phoebe Flinn Easley is the Foreign
Language Department Chairman at Hermi tage H igh School in Richmond. Her
h usba nd Jo h n, a 1971 graduate of UR's E.
Claiborne Robins School of Business,
works for Philip Morris Operation 5effices. Phoebe was able to use her Spanish
this past summer as she a nd John traveled
to Mexico for a trip to the Yucatan Pcninsula
Beth Booker Nei lson keeps in touch
with Leora Lawrence Porter. Leora and
son live a t Virginia Beach and ha'"c recently bought and are now operating a
laundromat, one of several different business ventures . Although Leora has received her Mas ter's degree in Social Work
from Norfolk State Un iversity, she spends
most of her time now at home with John
4, and Elizabeth, 2.

'61: Messenger staff, left to right: F
Honenkrat, M. C. Sellers, R. Hobbs

'66
Euge11iaHe11d1'rso11Sclmll

3320Loxky Rood
Richmo11d, Va. 23227
Ann As kew was involved all summcr
with her grea t love- gard ening and canning for the win te r. A fter leaving Westhampton wi th a his tory honors degree,
Ann got an .1ccounting degree from
V.C.U. She lived in 13lacksburg a couple
of years, but has now moved back to
Ric hmond w here she is cu rrently a programme r fora sl.' rvicebureau
Mabel Bailey Carr, Jim and their ch il•

On May 21, 1983, our !5th reunion dinner
was held at the Richmond Coun try Club
The following classmates, including some
of our husbands, attended and exchanged
this news.
Betsy Welsh Robinson is married to a
pediatrician and has a daughter, Beth (11)
and son, G. C. (8)
Susan H udson re turned to school at
Catholic U. to receive her Master's in Library Science. She is now Library Director
of Halifax South Boston Regional Library.
SusanWhitakerGaskill islivingin
southern New Je rsey. Hcrliforcvolves
around music wi th piano students of all
ages
Betsy S nead Hollowa y has a son,
Channing (13) and a daughter, Melissa
(4). I !er husband, Tom. sdls insurance
with Na tionwide. She sells rea l estate
with Bowers, Nelms and Foxwell
Chris Dunn recently bought a condo
in Richmond. She is supervisor for School
Librarians and Info. Tech. for Virginia Department of Education. Chris received he r
Masters from Catholic U. in 1981.
Susan Sleirck Palmer has two children, David (13) and Carrie (8). She does
volun teer work with a "Discowry Room"
at her daugh te r's school and is involved
with ballet school. for w hich she docs the
scenery,..very year for the reci tal
Susan Blake Thomas has two ch ild rl.'n, Evan (8) and Karen (5), I !er husband, William, isanextensionagcntw ho
works with 4-1 l youth. She docs substi•
lute teaching, volunteer work wi th school
and church
Jane Bohannon Pittenger has a son ,
Michael (8½) a nd a daug hter, Eliz.1bet h
(3½) . Jane, her husband and child ren re-

cently moved to Rcstun after three years
in Las Cruces, N.M
Ellen S hukr isGeneralS.1lcsManag·
er for \VWBT-TV in Richmond. She spent
last New Year's sailing in the Bahamas
Ellen has completed a photography class
al VCU.
Janel Du Val Goffrey and husband,
Michacl. livcinAtlanta,whcrcheisexecutivc vice president of Cargill, Wilson and
Acree Advertising Agency. Janet is a food
stylist for commercial photography and
television commercials. Some of her ac•
counts include l!ardces, Anheuser-Busch,
McDona ld's, Edwards Pies, Fields Meals
and Coca Cola. She has raised her teenage
stcpsonforthelastfivcyears.Jnthefall
of '82, Janet and Michael went to Rome,
Florence and Venice and then took the
Orient Express from Venice tu London.
Jenny Compton Burrowbridge and
Bill, with Sarah (8). Ryan (4) and Adam
(2), moved to Charlottesville 18 months
ago. Bill is an aerospace engineer with the
Foreign Science and Te.-:hnology Center
Jenny keeps busy with school activities,
church choir and her Scout troop.
Jane Chewning Prugh and Mcrrill{a
gastruentcrologist), Caroline (9) and Russcll (6) live in Alcxandria.Jancisactivcin
PTA work, as a Brownie leader and a
Sunday school teacht'r . The family enjoys
summer trips tu Rehobeth Beach

Martha Dorman Clark is living in Sevil!e, Spain where her husband, John, is
Consul General. They have two children,
J. T. (9)andjean(7). Martha received her
Master's in Social Work from Catholic U.
Patsy Ma rtin Todd and husband John
live in Fayetteville. N.C., where he is pas·
tor of MacPhcrson Presbyterian Church
Their two children arc Susan (6) and John
Mmtin(3).
Thanks to all those who planned the
reunion and to those who attended or
wrote cu rrent news. Please keep in touch

Our family-S usan Lee Harris and
Paul. Meredith (9) and Jo..mna (5}-have
lived in Re~ton for six ye.ir~. Paul is vice
prt·~ident of finance at British Aerosp.iCl'.
Inc. Ween1oysailingon theChc-;.1pt·akc
Bay aboard "Friendship," which we dock
in Ann,1poli~
Several classmates who were unable
to attend the reunion sent in the following
Jo Keller Sievcrdcs and Chri~ h,1,·t'
two children. Ann Carol (10) and John (7),
and a b,,by was due in M.iy. Ann Carol is
a _state champ_ion gymna~t. Jo is teaching
kmdcrgarten m Clemson and was co-m,m.iger of an arts.ind crafb shop.
Beverly Delan Motle y .ind family live
in Wars,1w, Va., where her hu~band is
presidcntofNorthcmNcckSt.ik !kink
Her two children arc Beth (10) and Peyton. Jr. (7). Beverley h.is a preschool for 4year·olds
Jeannette Elge rt McCormick completed her Master's degree in Education from
VCU and anticipates returning to teaching
when Kimberly (3) enters school. Robbie
{6)isin kindergarten at York Academy.
Jeannettesingsinacommunitychoir. is
church organist and choir dirn:tor. Iler
hush.ind, Bobby, is with the Air National
Guard.
Sh.uon Staggs Meya isworkingon,1
Ph.D. in bilingual cduc.ition at the U. of
Florida, after having spent four years in
Peru. Her hush.ind, Quim, is abo working on a Ph.D. in D.iiry Science. They
have two daughters. Nt·hmi (6) and Nuria
(3).

Becky Allgood Metcalfe and LMry
live in St. Joseph, Michigan, where he isa
dire.-:tor for Whirlpool Corporation. They
have two sons, Matthcw(9)andJcffrey
(5)

sponsor of Phi Cam -
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Susan W.Clarki•
729Ho/l,t'iu Place

Ric/mwm/, Va. 23225
Dale Brown Lucy, Kevin a11d their boys.
Tommy and Michael, visited Tricia Mason
Prillaman and W,1lt in April. They me living in the suburbs of Boston . .ind Dale is
dcsigningChristmastrt't'ornamcnts She
has.1 c.irl in Boston's Fanit•ul Hall. She
and a friend are also designing clothes
and will have sever.ii of their designs in
the Carroll Reed fall catalogue. Belly
Gammon Fulgham .ind I met Trici.1 and
D.1le.it the Brandermill Restaurant to rehash old times and catch up on class
news
Dale and hcrfam ilyalsovisilt'd Nancy Ma cCaffray Church, Ron, and their
two children in Springfield, V.i. Nancy is
secretary/treasurer for the Mortgage Funding Company and Ron designs custom
furniture
Susan Tarkington Thomas has a nonspeaking part in the BBC production
about the Kcnnedys which was filmed on
location in Richmond using the State Capitol, MCV and sev('ral other loc.itions.
Watch for it to be broodcast in November!

Nancy Clevinger Carpe nter and
Howard have moved from California to
Washington, D.C. where Howard wil! be
stationed for three years . They are bu ying
a house in Prince William County, Va
Mary Katherine Reynolds Norncet,
Robert and their daughter, Erin, live in
Richmond. Mary Katherine is teaching
English and psychology at Henrico High
School
Betty Toler is in Richmond and is assistant director for the Virgini.i Environmental Endowment. She spent New
Year's in Cape Cod.
Joanne Morgan was married in February to Buck Talbott and they arc living
in Clarksville, Va. She has her real estate
license.
Linda MacIntosh Wauchope and
Keith bought a house in Northern Virginia
and arc doing a lot of work on it. It has a
big back yard for their son, Ian!
Donna Renfrom Williamson and
Robert have bought a house in Oakridge,
Tenn., where Robert is a civil engineer
They have a son, Jonathan.
Judy Johnson Mawyer and Jim spent
some time at the Tid es Inn in Irvington,
Va. in June
J spent Memorial Day weekend at
Nags Head with Lucy Bone Orgain, Ricky
and their two girls, Katherine and Sarah . I
have recently been promoted to Assistant
Clerk of the Virginia St.ite Sen.ite. and I
amplanningatriptoSt.Maartcninthc
Caribbean in July. If any ufyou arc in
Richmond and would like a tour of the
State Capitol. please call me at 786-2366!
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Mary Ann Liggmi Riter
3401 Brook Road
R1dmwnd, Va. 23127

Anita Garland finished her MBA from
VCU in the summer of 1982 and continues
her position as associate dean of admissions .it Hampden-Sydney College. This
summer she spent three weeks motoring
through England and Scotlilnd.
Ellen Early Lusk and Pat have moved
to the Eastern Shore of Virginia where Pat
grew up. Ile and his brother arc traders
for National Agricultura l Commodities. Ellen had another daughter, Erin Menefee
on November 6, 1982 in Richmond. Her
d.iughter, Meredith, is now four
On June 12, 19831 gave birth to Russ'
and m y first child, Rachel Ann. We ha ve
moved lo a larger apartment on the seminary campus. Russ is working at Lakeside
Presbyterian Church in Richmond for his
student-in-ministry year. Then he will
have one more year of classes before he
grnduatcs.
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Susan Blount Jones and Fred were
married in 198!. Susan just finished her
seven th year of teaching his to ry at Doug·
las Freeman High School. Fred works in
Property Management . Th<'y spent every
summer weekend on Gwynn's Island, on
the Chesapeake Bay
Ru thie Hurle y Ponde r and Mike had
a girl, Rebecca last Octobt-r, and Fred and
Susan Jones are the delighted godparents
The Ponders live in Franklin, Va., where
Mikeisinfa m ilypractice.
Cary M cKendue Pickerel and Kirk
live in Richmond and have a th ree-vearold, Elil..lbeth. Cary is teaching Eler'nentary School in Gooch land County and
Kirk is a minister at River Road Baptist
Church
Elaine Ru ssell Kroner is a pharmacist
at a hospita l in Charleston, W. Va. Sh<'
and her husband Bob, who is a lawyer,
have a one-year-old, Mark
Charlotte Hou ching Les li e is working
four days a week at a pharmacy in Amelia
and has two daughters, Avison, who will
start kindergarten in the fall, and Karen
Denise, who was born in February

' 78:

An 1mide11t(fied group of students chat in a dorm room

Thanks to all of you who send in your
news! Kenny and I are doing great still
and love Arkansas. We had a little girl in
May and got to come back to Virginia in
June for a wedding.
In January, Liza Pitzer Geisler was

married to Wallace Geisler, tht> curator of
furni ture at Colonial Williamsburg. The
wedding was in the Wren Chapel at the
College of William and Mary, followed by
a reception at their new house in the his-

toric area . Diane Philips Blanton wasmistressofcercmonics, but unfortunately
Kath y Grego ry Bell was iced into Louisville by a bad storm and was unable to
make it. Jn March, Liza was made an associate curator of Colonial Williamsburg
with responsibility for Carter's Grove
Plantation
Jan e Walton was married to Mark
Webb, a senior manufacturing engineer
for Comdial Telephone Systems . They are
living in Charlottesville where she is involved in a graduate program at U.Va . in
Administration and Supervision. This
summer she was completing her Master of
Education degree from Radford Universi <y
Pa ula Adams La cy and Joe moved to
a new home on the James River in Gooch land County which they designed the m·
selves. They looked forward to a calmer
summerafterlastyear's,whichinvolved
having a baby boy and moving.
Mary James S nidow and David have
undergone many changes this year . David
is now an agent for Aetna Insurance Com·
pany in Richmond. They now have two
girls, Ka therine Lee and Mary Carter
Tommie Wirt Old is a Mu ltidis·
ciplinary Lab Supervisor at Eastern Virginia Med ical School. Her husband, Michael,
is a foreman fo r their family-owned company, Old Dominion Con tainer Repair
Company . They are building a summer
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home at Duck, N.C.
Debbie Bos well Karibi a n is teaching
French, German and English as a second
language at Virginia Beach Junior High
School. This summer she took a group of
17studentsand their parents to France for
nine days. She also went to New Mexico
w ith husband Mike to visit his sister
Joa n Pru ittM cFall andCharliecelebrated their tenth anniversary by taking a
cruisetotheWesternCaribbt-an. Martha
Gray will bt-inthcseventh grade and
Chuck will s ta rt kindergarten at Collegiate. Joan is working at Travel-Air, in
charge of cruises and SCUBA trips
Ci ndy Peake finished her first year of
teaching al Longwood, where she taught
five swimming classes, assisted in SCUBA. took canoeing and coached the syn•
chronized swi m club. ln addition, she was
responsible for scheduling the pool and
supervising life guards. This summer she
worked as a Pool Service Supervisor for
Atlantic Pool Service in Richmond
Marie Tiedemann is finishing her res idency in internal medicine and will be
practicing with a multi-specia lty group in
Emporia and Jarratt, Va.
Amie Lowe Price and her husband,
the Rev . Cliff Price, have moved to a
church near Akron, Ohio. She is currently
working on her doctorate in counseling
psychology, as well as teaching in a pri·
vale Christian school. She also has a small
private pastoral counseling practice at
home
Carol Lee married Kenneth Roland.
who works for C&P Telephone Company
They have a son, Christopher Lawrence
Marc ia French Lee was placed in a
school this year teaching a second/third
grade combination class . She was honored
by being selected to serve on an audit
teamforFairfaxCounty.Jimhasanew
job at the Pentagon
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Margaret Milby

I8Ma/pcrnAve11ue
R1dmwnd, Va. 23221
Bonnie Axtell Dot y is executive secretary
to the vice president at Hogan Systems,
Inc., a software development in Dallas,
Tex. Bonnie's husband, Ormond, is from
Portland, Ore., and works as an engineer
with Texas Instruments. Les lie Juriet Taylor lives in Houston and has visited BonSusan Brads haw lives in Richmond
and is the Marketing Consultant for lnves·
tigations for Pinkerton·s, Inc. Her territory
is the State of Virginia. In August, Susan
took a vacation in Boston and Cape Cod
Ro xanne Will ey Dietri ck and her
husband, Tim, live in Blacksburg. Tim has
bt-en accepted to veterinary school at Virginia Tech.
All ison Jones Vo gler and James have
a house on the North Side of Richmond
James operates his business out of their
home and Allison has enough room for a
small studio.
Our fifth reunion was the weekend of
May W-22. Classmates who attended included Am a nda DeBus k , Lynn Tabb, Karen Miller, M elissa McWeth y, Beth Mulvihill, Pam Vi ck , Robin Holderness Newton , Ly nn e Sweet McIntosh, Lynne
D ean e Ellswo rth , Anne Magee Hed ges,
Ra chel Saunders Wood side, and Margaret
O wnb y Milby.

'80
/11/ieD. Wyatt
4416 Faigle Road
Portsmu11th, Va. 23703

Thanks to you who wrote to tell us your
news. The rest of you get on the ball and

drop me a line soon.
Shearn Fahed Teconchuk was married June 5, 1982, and lives in Richmond
She is an investment officer wi th Central
Fidelity Bank.
Merri Elizabeth Eubank Costin was
married August 21, 1981. She lives in
Richmond
Bunny Phipps began a Master's program in Adult and Community College
Education at Indiana University of Pennsylvania. She received a full graduate assistantship.
Lois Ragsdale finished her first year
of law school at Tulane in New Orleans
She spent the summer studying international law in Israel and Greece
Buddy Joyner is going to graduate
school at U.Va
I will also be back in school this fall,
studying nursing at M.C. V. in Richmond.

'82
MarcyAnt/1ony

8625-[1'<.'>hmn ([)1,rt N
Ridmwnd, Va . 23229
Valerie L. Vaughan h;is compkt>:d
h,:,rfirsty,:,;irof a Ph.D. progr,1m in chemistry at the University of Dd;iw.ire
Tracy Zimmerman has an internship
in museum education at the Loudoun MuSl'um in Northern Virginia
Jennifer Decker is in London as a
"Nanny" fora year.
Ci ndi Lee is working in Richmond for
lnvestorsSavings;ind Loan
Laura Gregory is working for a Llwyer Referral dep;irtmcnt at the VirginiJ
State Bar Association, Richmond
Patty Brown entered law school in
August.
Paula Grant finished her first year of
Dental Hygiene school and worked al a
clothing store in Wilmington du ring the
summer
Lisa Kurtzfinbhdhcrfirstyl'arof
law school at T. C. Willi;ims ,md marricd
Bob Tully, R '82, in August
Sara Mullen is working for the Virginia Society for CPAs in Richmond
Ellen Love is working forThalhimer's
in Virginia Beach
Chris Gennin gs h.1scompleted her
first Y'-'ar of graduate school al VCU
Beth Bennett hascump!eted her first
year of graduate school
Kim Cobbs is working at St. Cathcrine's School in Richmond
MargaretWolfensbe rger and Carolyn
N icander have finished thcirfirstyvarof
fow school al U. Va. Margaret was selected
asaGuvernur'sFellowthisyear.
Esther Jane Hardenbergh has been
ovcrin Europe singing.
Andrea Simmons is working for a
bank in Augusta, Ga
Renee Trump is teaching school in
Richmond
This spring Mary D. Belk mMril'd
Greg Farrar
Last fall Suzanne Seiler married William Patterson, RSB'81.

MARRIAGES
1972/JoanneMorganandG. W. "Buck"
Talbott, Feb. 24, 1983.
1976/Liza Pitzer and Wallace Geisler Jan.
1983.
1976/Jane Walton and Mark Webb, Nov
27,1982.
1976/Carol Lee and Kenneth L. Roland,
July 26, 1980
1976/Susan Blount and Fred Jones, July
10,1981
1978/Bonnie Jean Axtell and Ormond R
Ooty,Oct.16, 1982
1978/Patricia Ann Mead and Curtis Breit
Wiltshire,Apr.16, 1983.
1978/Dr. Nancy Katherine Tucker and Dr
Carl William McCrady, Jr., June 18. !983
1979/Elizabeth Atkinson and Ben Vincent,
JunelS,1980
198\ /Lindsay link and Russ5mith,July2,
1983
198\ IC.nol Lynn Miller and Thomas Lee
Terrell, Feb. 20, 1982
1981 ,Eli:i:abeth Falco nar Terrell and Jay
Edward Black,July IO. 1982
198!Kathy Kennedy and Scott R. Morin,
Sept18,1982
1982/Liza Kurtz and Bob Tully, Aug. 1982.
1983/Lynn Goodwin and Ralph Hudson.
Jr.,May28, 1983.

BIRTHS
1972/Mr.andMrs.CharlesllenryDunn
(Con nie Da y). a sun, Jonathan Christuphl'r, March ll.1983.
1974 Mr. and Mrs. Pat Lusk (Elle n Early).
a d;iughtl'r. Erin Menefee, Nov. 6, 1982
1974 Mr. and Mrs. Russ Riter (Mary Ann
Li ggan}. a daughter. R.1chl'I Ann, June 12,
1983

1975/Mr. and Mrs. D.ivid Snidow (Mary
James),a daughter, Katherine Lee, March
31,1983.
1975."Dr. and Mrs. Stan Dameron (Adrienne Eichberg). a daughter, Ashley Eli1.a\x>th, June 24, 1983

1976/Mr. and Mrs. Mike Ponder (Ruthie
Hurley), a daughter, Rebecca, Octolx>r
1982.
1976/Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth L. Roland
(Carol Lee ), a son, Christopher Lawrence,
Sept.20,1982.
1976/Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth L. DeHaven
(Bonnie Ritchie), a daughter, Caroline,
Mayl0,1983
1976/Mr. and Mrs. H. Reed Boyd (Holly
Gronn), a daughter, Jessica Maj, June 5,
1983
1976/Mr. and Mrs. Robert Leslie (Charlotte Houchins), a daughter, Karen Denise, Feb. 7, 1983.
1976/Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Thomas Lacy
(Paula Adams), a son, Joseph Thomas 111,
July19,1982
1978/Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Smith (Cindy
Perkins), a daughter. Elizabeth Carringlon, Jan. 4, 1983

DEATHS
WCR/Ol ive Elliott Bagby of Richmond,
June 26, 1983. A former missionary to
China, Miss Bagley was also a teacher and
clerk of the King and Queen Circuit
Court
1921 /Ruth Hoover Lide of Richmond,
Juncl8.1983.
1922/El ma Hedgepeth Hancock of Suffolk,
Va .. April 20, 1983
)935/Dorothy Wilson Chewning of Richmond. May 26, 1983. Miss Chewning, a
former teacher, owned her own real estate
and insurance business
1938/Hilda E. Kirby of Charlottesville,
Va., July 24, 1983.

'81: The Cousins Socidy. Left to right, first row: T. Rhodes, K. Muller, L. Coates, C.
Clark, L. Marslr, K. Morris, Dr. Hart, Dr. Bur/tans. Second row: T. Moon, D. Mus grove, K. Pickerel, A . Bott, B. Rice, L. Egerton. Third row: Dr. Harne
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Are you a UR alumna in your
30's who lives in Virginia, who is

very interested in the UR Magazine's features on alumni achievements, and who reads all or part
of Classnotes but glances al orignores sports articles?
If so, you are typical of the

230 respondents to the UR Magazine's recent survey. A questionnaire went to 1,000 names selected at random from the magazine
mailing list. Some of the answers
from the respondents are report-

ed here. Percentages may not be
exact; they were rounded off and

not everyone answered every
question.
Of the 230, just over half are
male and just under half are female. Alumni account for 97 percent of the respondents, while
seven percent are parents of students. Westhampton College
graduates total 36 percent; Richmond College, 33 percent, E.
Claiborne Robins School of Business, 13 percent; T. C. Williams
School of Law, eight percent; the
Graduate School, four percent,
and University College, three percent. In age the respondents are
distributed fairly evenly from
their 20s to their 60s or o!der,
with between 15 and 26 percent
in each decade.
The majority of the respondents live in Virginia-64 percent. Next comes Pennsylvania,
with five percent; then New
York, Maryland, North Carolina
and Florida, each with three percent. Other respondents are
spread from Washington, D.C. to
Oregon.
With so many alumni readers, it's not surprising that Classnotes and other alumni features
are rated the most popular items
in the UR Magazine. We want
more Classnotes, say more than
half the respondents, and just
under half like the old photos.
Leave Classnotes unchanged, say
one-fourth, and only four percent
36

say that Classnotes is too long.
The respondents offered
many ideas on changing Classnotes. The request for more information on more classes in every
issue came up the most often, but
class representation by division or
school, highlighting a year or decade, and better communication
about deadlines and content were
also suggested.
Classnotes is the first section
turned to by 38 percent of the respondents, while 47 percent read
the magazine in no particular order. However they get to Classnotes, two thirds read notes for
the classes that overlapped theirs,
13 percent read all the notes, and
eight percent read only the notes
for their year.
The magazine is read cover
to cover by seven percent of the
respondents, while a little fewer
than half read most of it and two
fifths read at least some of it.
What parts of the magazine
are they reading? Again, news
about alumni heads the list.
Classnotes are read in all or in
part by over three fourths of the
respondents, and alumni profiles
are read in a!! or in part by almost two thirds. In contrast, Lost
Alumni, those for whom the University does not have a current
address, is glanced at or ignored
by half the respondents.
Also popular are the general
features, read in all or in part by
nearly three fourths of the respondents; the Around the Lake
section, read by two thirds, and
sports, read by just over half. The
calendar, now carried in a different UR publication, received only
a glance or was ignored by more
than half the respondents.
When respondents determined how satisfied they are
with various segments of the
magazine, the cover won out
with one third saying they really
like it. Unqualified satisfaction
was expressed by just over half in

several areas: feature articles,
Around the Lake, C\assnotes and
alumni profiles. Despite its high
readership, Classnotes also had
some very dissatisfied votes.
" Rate the magazine" was another request on the questionnaire. Coverage of alumni news
was rated good to excel lent by
more than three fourths of the respondents. Also highly rated
were quality of writing, quality of
photos/illustrations, and layout
and design. Coverage of campus
news received low ratings from
six percent.
A variety of topics were presented for interest ranking by respondents. They are, again, very
interested in alumni achievements (64 percent). Also ranking
high are how UR is run (45 percent), admissions (47 percent),
and the financial status of UR (41
percent). Student life was rated a
pretty interesting subject by more
than half the respondents, but
news about minorities at UR rated low interest.
Respondents were also asked
to suggest topics for future issues
of the UR Magazine. Suggestions
included sports, fraternities, the
law school, construction on campus and reunions.
The UR Magazine has lots of
competition in respondents' mailboxes, with well ove r half receiving alumni magazines from other
schools. Of these, 19 percent
think UR Magazine is better, a little over one fourth think the other magazines are equal to UR
Magazine, and 13 percent think
the others are better.
UR Magazine wishes to thank
the people who took the time to
fill out the survey. Most of them
returned it before the reminder
card was even mailed out. And
for the people who added a note
thanking the magazine for including them in the survey-you're
welcome! FH

OBEQ/\MMEQCAU -The Passion Play
Cruiszjs the Qhlne
Daris Iceland
AND AV ARIETY OF OTHER EXCITING PLACES IN E UROPE.

Travel Abroad with President and Mrs. Heilman
J ULY 13-25, 1984
LIMITED TO 30 P EOPLE - FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED
WRITE FOR BROCHURE TO:
DR. E. BRUCE H EILMAN

7000 RIVER ROAD
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23229

Mail order form
Please send me _ _ _ _ _ _~copies of "So Beloved Cousins"by
Joseph E. Nettles (Mercer Universfty Press. 1983). The special UR Bookstore
price is S 10.36 for each book (plus4% sales cax for Virginia residents). Regularly sells for$12 .95.

MOVING?
UNTVFRSITY
RICHiehOND

Please make checks payable to UR Bookstore. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

Alumni Search

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

If so, please dip and attach in the space
below the address label a nd send ii,
along with your new address, to:

_ _ _ _ __ __

Add,=~ - - - - - - - - -- - - -- -- - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_

State/Zip _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Pnce

·:so Beloved Cousins"
Sales Tax Per Book- Va only
Postage

Qty.

Total

$10.36

.42

University of Richmond Magazine•
Address Correction
University of Richmond
Virginia 23173
Keep in touch. We don't want you to
miss a single issue . And re m ember, by
mailing us this form yo u can h elp avoid
unnecessary costs.
Name _ _ _ __

_ _ __

1.75

I

Old Add,e,s
TOTAL

• I am endos1ngpa)11ient !n fttll.
Ao::ount No.

D Please charge to my Visa
Exp!ratlon Date

•

Plcasc cha!1,'e to my MasterCard.

New Address _ __ _ _ __
New Phone

_ _ :.....J

